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ABSTRACT

Students, faculty, and administrators are favored research subjects when studying
colleges and universities. Often ignored are the frontline employees who deliver service
directly to students. To students receiving service, these employees are functionally the
voice of the University, yet are often not considered by faculty or administrators when
making changes that shape the University as a whole. This case study of four
departments at one large, public, Research-I University seeks to understand frontline
employee perspectives on time, work, and clients, as well as coping strategies for service
delivery. The literatures drawn on include, service delivery methods and trends, time use
and management, trends in higher education, and human resources management. Policy
recommendations are made in the final chapter.
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INTRODUCTION
Chapter I
NF: I think generally, as professionals in this field, we go into the position thinking that
we can make a difference in a student's life, or really believing in the higher
education philosophy that students can really be very successful and we can help in
that success. But I think what ends up happening is we get bogged down with the
administration piece of it. with the paperwork and the policy enforcement. And we
forget that a lot of times students just need some of our time. We're so bogged
down with the paperwork and administration, we don't have the time to spend with
students anymore. It's kind of an ironic circle. The reasons why we're doing it get
lost because of everything else that needs to be done in order to be able to do it.
The higher you get in administration, the less contact you have with students.
Which is ironic too because the higher administrations are the ones that are making
the decisions that impact the students directly.
I am actually gonna be leaving higher education at the end of the year to do
something different. I think that I've been a little disappointed in how much impact
I've had on students directly. And so I think I'm ready to try something else.
PROBLEM
This exploratory study seeks to understand the perspectives and coping strategies
of university personnel who deliver services directly to undergraduate students,
particularly in contexts characterized by rapid change, increasing responsibilities, and
declining resources. Understanding the way front line university personnel conceptualize
and experience their work, clients and time may guide management and supervision
policy and practice. TTiis is particularly so when coupled with insights into the demands
placed on front line employee time and the ways these employees ration their time in an
effort to cope with these demands.
CONTEXT
Most scholarly and public attention in higher education is focused on the
academic side of the institution, on faculty and students. In the case of faculty at research
institutions, emphasis addresses research versus teaching and not devoting enough time to
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undergraduate students, particularly in the teaching arena. In the case of students, the
focus is on undergraduate degree completion or student development.
The non-academic side of institutions, from support professionals to support staff,
has generally been overlooked. Non-faculty university staff provide a broad range of
services to students and often outnumber faculty by as much as four to one. Despite their
numbers and extent of involvement with students, scholarly studies generally ignore
University employees who deal with large numbers of students during their daily work
(Shuherk, August, 1999).
Prevailing literature and public discussion does not cast higher education in a
positive light (Eckel. Hill & Green, 1998), tending large public universities in particular
to promote programs and activities to enhance the undergraduate experience (Shuherk.
August, 1999). A classic example of this is seen in student leadership programs driven
by campus student affairs. These programs are designed to give students "co-curricular
transcripts" lo augment increasingly undervalued academic degrees. Other examples
include student governing bodies, intentional programming models in university housing,
intramural athletics, campus recreation/fitness centers, and university activity boards; all
of which are often run by non-academic support staff.
Pressures on support employees at universities have been heightened by changes
that higher education administrators are making on their respective campuses. Many
changes such as policy statements that challenge entire institutions to become more
student centered have significant cascading effects on units and departments within the
institution, including support units. Units and departments are often given increased
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responsibilities in an effort to be student centered without increased resources.
Moreover, policy decisions often affect entire departments that are not initially
considered in the policy deliberations. An example of these oversights and pressures can
be seen in the "finish in four" programs gaining prominence at some institutions. These
policies are university administration efforts to be sensitive to student needs, respond to
public pressure, and promote an improved educational image by promising degree
completion in four years. However, the focus of these policies are generally on academic
issues, such as course availability and scheduling. To accomplish these goals, increased
demands extend well beyond course and room scheduling to include increased service
demands for academic advising, tutoring services, and other University support offices
such as the registrar, bursar, admissions, residence life, and financial aid.
Large and small organizations alike engage in repeated cycles of improvement in
response to poor product quality or to gain a competitive advantage relative to other
organizations within a particular industry. These tactics include such activities as
customer service and feedback initiatives. Total Quality Management (TQM), structural
reorganization, and aggressive marketing strategies (Bimbaum, 2000; Noe, el al, 1994).
With increased competition for students from both the recent expansion of proprietary
schools as well as other public and private institutions, universities are proving to be no
different than many private organizations in this regard. Increasingly, universities are
turning to familiar business techniques in a similar cycle of promoting continuous
improvement (Bimbaum, 2000; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Specifically in the context of
higher education, these include such strategies as Planning, Programming, and Budgeting
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Systems (PPBS). Business Process Reengineering (BPR), Total Quality Management
(TQM), and Benchmarking (Bimbaum, 2000). Unfortunately, in times of rapid change
when institutional improvement techniques are most prevalent, administrators sometimes
overlook the resource increases necessary to sustain the increased demands on employees
and services. Increased demand for services produced by universities seeking a
competitive advantage often outstrips the pace of revenue increases.
Public university "finish in four' programs such as those described above are
poignant examples of potentially short sighted uses of marketing to gain a competitive
advantage. Finish in four programs can be a strong affirmation of an institution's
commitment to graduate well educated and trained professionals in a fixed time
constraint. If information is solicited from all stakeholders and resources are adequately
distributed to compensate for excess demand, these programs can attract students who
may have gone elsewhere — thus achieving a competitive advantage. However, if
stakeholder information and adequate resources are not a part of finish in four program
generation proces.ses, competitive advantage is lost as departments and employees engage
behavior that is counter to the goals of the institution in an attempt to cope with the added
requirements.
Although the current study is not an examination of organizational productivity, it
is important to note that organizational structure does affect employee behavior. Hence,
organizational structures are investigated as a backdrop for understanding employee
perceptions of time. work, and clients, which are the focus of this study. Research on
private sector organizations indicates that a high priority for healthy organizations should
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be taking care of not only the customer but organizational members as well (Noe ei al,
1994; Robert, 1998). Short-term and often lucrative benefits can be obtained by
neglecting the needs of organizational members under the guise of providing high quality
service to clients, but in the long run, it is the organization that suffers (Robert, 1998).
Care for children and elders is a timely example of what organizations can do to
lake care of employees. Companies that offer child and elder care attract and retain
employees more so than companies that do not (Kossek, 1990: Segal, 1992). Companies
that cut these care programs to conserve resources decrease the morale of employees who
persist and can lose employees who require such services. This is particularly important
when considering the changing nature of the workforce to include more women, older
baby-boomer, and underrepresented minority employees.
Similarly, human resource practices such as recruiting, selection,
discipline/grievance processes, and discharge that are fair and value the employee
generally affect behavior to favor organizational outcomes (Bowen ei al, 1999).
Nontraditional work schedules such as compressed workweeks and flextime as well as
job sharing and part-time employment that allow employees to attend to personal
responsibilities such as children or elders also contribute positively to employee
productivity (Pierce ei al, 1989; Schein et al, 1977).
University administrations have placed increasing responsibility and pressure on
support personnel with limited or dwindling resources in an effort to gain short-term
benefits. In the face of these pressures, employees experience frustration, anger,
bitterness, high turnover, and even behavior that is intentionally destructive to the
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organization. Thus far, the literature in higher education has not directly addressed these
front line employees or their behavior. Their perspectives are the focus of this study.
Campus and department administrators at institutions engaged in student centered
change initiatives can find utility in the outcomes of this study. Campus administrators
are challenged lo consider how change initiatives affect the University systemically, not
just departmentally. Department administrators are encouraged to champion department
concerns to campus administrators and familiarize themselves with the behaviors of
frontline employees responding to pressure from campus and departmental leadership.
Frontline staff may also discover impKtrtant insights into supervisor and colleague
behavior in such environments.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The work of Leslie Perlow (1999), Michael Lipsky (1980), and Barbara Gutek
(1995) provide the primary theoretical framework for this study. The core theoretical
concepts involve employee lack of control of time, rationing time, changing resources
and requirements, rationing services, preferred customers, coping strategies, policy
changes as a result of employee behavior, and changes in service delivery. This
exploratory study applies these principles in the context of higher education support
services, particularly in the contexts of rapid change, increasing responsibilities, and
declining resources. Hence, as appropriate for understanding context and
implementation, this study also draws on literature describing trends in higher education,
human resource management, and the psychology and sociology of lime management.
TTie basic research questions considered in this study are:
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•
•
•
•
•

How do frontline university personnel conceptualize time?
What coping strategies are used by employees in responding to the pressures of
work?
How do university personnel who deliver service to undergraduates ration their
time and services?
What defines a preferred customer and how are they treated differently than other
customers?
What are the service delivery and policy outcomes due to the rationing strategies
used above?
The research questions are addressed in a case study of four departments at one

large public research university. Departments were selected by their level and frequency
of interaction with students and their likelihood to be affected by university
administration mandates. Ethnographic techniques including semi-structured interviews,
document analysis, and unobtrusive observations were used in this study.
The next chapter of this study provides an overview of the literature that informs
this study. Chapter Three describes the specific methods and rationale used to investigate
the research questions. Chapter Four and Five detail the findings of the study with
Chapter Four looking at each department individually and Chapter Five looking at
aggregate employee behavior patterns across departments. Chapter Six summarizes key
findings within the framework of the research questions, provides a conclusion for each
office, makes policy recommendations that stem from an interpretation of the findings in
light of human resources and higher education literature and background, addresses study
weaknesses, identifies directions for future research, and concludes with personal
refiections pertinent to the study findings.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 2
The work of Leslie Perlow (1999). Michael Lipsky (1980), and Barbara Gutek
(1995) provide the theoretical foundation for this study. Core concepts from each author
are presented in a bullet format first, followed by descriptions in greater detail. These
authors assist in conceptualizing the specifics of university employee perspectives on
time, work and clients as well as employee coping techniques. As this study transposes
the theoretical constructs of the work from the above authors into the field of higher
education, some literature on the trends in higher education and human resource
management is used to bridge the gap. These literatures provide a context for
understanding the pressures confronted by support professionals within the academy.
Finally, re.search questions and working assumptions that stem from the literature are
presented.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
There are a few core concepts that significantly frame this study. As with the
multiple lenses and mirrors in a micro.scope, each plays a part in focusing the issue of
university employee perspectives and coping strategies of university personnel who
directly deliver services to undergraduate students. Perlow (1999), Lipsky (1980), and
Gutek (1995) are the three authors contributing to the core concepts of this study. The
core concepts from Perlow's work are:
•

Lack of control of time - Employees feel that while they may have a great deal of
autonomy, others ultimately control the use and flow of their time. Through
deadlines, crisis situations, and interruptions from others, employees feel harried
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to move from one emergency to another with little time to finish their assigned
work, much less do it well.
•

Rationing time — In an effort to finish tasks for which employees have direct
responsibility, the rationing of time takes place in the form of extra hours,
alternative work patterns, or alternative work times.

The concepts central to this study from Lipsky's work are:
•

Resources and requirements — Resources to individual units tend to be dwindling.
As a labor intensive enterprise, staff are cut as budgets decline. At the same time
budgets are being cut, additional duties are often being required by administrators.
In the case of this study, these include efforts to become more student centered.
Added duties with less resources increases the stress felt by employees.

•

Rationing services — Employees feel the need to limit individual services to
clients because of unlimited demand for services and limited time and resources.
Rationing services assists employees in managing large workloads and personal
stress.

•

Preferred customers — Because of unlimited demand for services, and limited time
and resources, employees develop preferred customers who they seek to serve
over others. These are clients that are most likely to respond to treatment or
intervention with the least amount of employee lime invested. This is particularly
prevalent when employee evaluation or promotion is based primarily on number
of clients seen. Preferred customers are also clients who share interests and
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personalily characteristics with the service provider, and hence add enjoyment
and meaning to the service provider's workday.
•

Coping strategies - People generally seek to avoid cognitive dissonance and
promote their own personal psychological welfare. With a never ending source of
clients and the psychological need to feel as though the employee is making a
difference through the work environment (Kahn, 1990). employees develop
strategies to cope with the feelings that work tasks are greater than can be
achieved, or to resolve inconsistencies between how service providers are
formally trained and educated and their experience in the academic workplace.

•

Employee behavior affects policy — Through employee behavior iteration and
discussions with sujjervisors. employee coping strategies eventually become
informal, and possibly formal, policy of the organization. This is particularly the
case where employees have high levels of responsibility and autonomy in
environments characterized by high levels of stress and client interaction.
However, employee behavior affects on policy in the workplace can be seen even
when this ideal environment does not exist.

Gutek's core concepts as related to this study are:
•

Changes in service delivery — From a societal perspective, the very nature of
service delivery has shifted from relationships between service providers and
customers to encounters. Service provider/client interactions have shifted from
regular interactions with one or a few providers with whom future and frequent
contact is expected, to an interaction that is characterized by anonymity.
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functionally equivalent service providers (and clients), and hence less obligation
or desire to engage the client/provider in personal interaction. Fast food
franchises are a perfect example of the fast and impersonal encounter dynamic.
The trend toward encounter based service delivery dramatically affects the
sociology and psychology of the employee and exacerbates employee feelings of
frustration described in the work of Lipsky and Perlow.
•

Preferred customers — In both relationships and encounters, service providers
have preferred customers that are either easier or faster to serve as they respond
better to treatment, or give the service provider some sense of joy or
accomplishment. As a result, these clients are sought after and served before
other clients.

•

Rationing services — Due to the nature of encounter style service delivery.
rationing of services is more prevalent in encounters than in relationships. These
are coping strategies in response to large numbers of clients and limited time and
resources, and generally include behaviors that limit the number of clients seen or
increase interactions with preferred clients.
With the above core concepts briefly outlined, the circle of inclusion expands to

describe in greater detail the intricacies and interrelationships of these principles. This is
done under two broad constructs that are related to this study. The first is
conceptualizations of service provider patterns. The second is the psychology/sociology
of time management.
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF SERVICE PROVIDER PATTERNS
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Conceptualizations of service provision patterns that inform this study are
outlined by Michael Lipsky (1980) and Barbara Gutek (1995). Lipsky addresses the role
of front line employees in the creation and implementation of policy via the street level
hureaiicrat. Much like the participants selected for this study, the work of street level
bureaucrats is characterized by inadequate resources, a demand for services that meets or
exceeds supply, goal expectations that are ambiguous, vague or conflicting, goals that are
difficult to measure, and clients who are usually non-voluntary. Street level bureaucrats
have wide discretion to deal with the complex tasks related with human intervention, and
wide autonomy caused by a lack of direct supervisor oversight. These conditions allow
street level bureaucrats to engage in behavior that is consistent with f>ersonal preference
and only the agency policies so salient as to be backed by significant sanctions. As
employee behavior defines an organization, it is the sum of individual employee actions
that add up to agency behavior (Lipsky. 1980).
High employee burnout and turnover result from street level bureaucrat work as
employees are often alienated from the lives of clients and have little perceived control
over the work environment. Street level bureaucrats work in only segments of client's
lives, (i.e.. academic advising), do not control the outcome of work, do not control input
or conditions favorable for effective intervention, and do not control work pace (Lipsky,
1980). Seemingly contradictory characteristics such as wide discretion yet a lack of
control of work outcomes forms an intriguing paradox of constrained autonomy. Street
level bureaucrats often have a great deal of autonomy due to a lack of direct super\'isor
oversight, yet behavior is constrained by organization regulations. Like bears in a zoo.
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street level bureaucrats are free to do much of what they want without supervisor
intervention as long as they stay within the boundaries of the cage.
Lipsky argues that an additional aspect of the street level bureaucrat paradox is
related to educational/helping orientations that are incompatible with the need to judge,
control, and process high volumes of clients. However, street level bureaucracies
continue to be so prevalent as they are relatively logical ends to environments
characterized by declining resources and functionally infinite demands for service
(Lipsky, 1980). These street level bureaucrat work descriptions succinctly characterize
participant work environments of this study.
To understand the behavior of street level bureaucrats, Lipsky describes several
components of service delivery under the above conditions. These include rationing
services, structuring interactions with preferred customers, and employee coping
strategies. To cope with the demands of the job, street level bureaucrats ration services.
This is done by imposing financial or time costs on the client, giving or withholding
information from the client, or imposing psychological costs. The latter includes asking
questions that draw on the degradation implicit in particular behaviors. Examples of this
in higher education include being ill prepared for academic advising sessions, failing
courses, and code of conduct issues. Each of the above service rationing behaviors
decreases the desire of clients to use the service, thus decreasing demands on the service
provider.
Street level bureaucrats also structure interactions to spend more time with
preferred clients. Preferred clients are those individuals who follow instructions and do

not question the organizational system or their place in that system. These clients are
preferred because they are likely to respond quickly to the employee treatment. TTiis is
particularly important in offices where performance is measured by volume of clients
seen. Finally, preferred clients are defined as those individuals who add meaning or
enjoyment to the life of the employee. These interactions are generally with clients who
the employee likes personally.
Barbara Gutek (1995) addresses overarching changes in the way in which services
are provided as a result of changing consumer pattems. Gutek describes a trend in
general service delivery from being relationship based to being encounter based. An
example of relationship based service delivery can be seen in an old west general store
proprietor. Clients are dependent on the provider and expect future and frequent
interactions. Service alternatives are usually limited. Interaction histories develop and
friendships spawn.
Changes in service delivery toward encounters are the result of high client volume
often associated with urban societies and large university environments. A poignant
example of encounter based service delivery can be seen in the fast food industry.
Encounters here consist of single interactions. Both client and provider share mutual
anonymity. Multiple providers are functionally equal and there is little expectation of
interacting with client or provider again. Even if both client and provider expect future
interaction, the high number of clients serviced and the multiple service providers limit
the expectation to be remembered.
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Gutek also describes a fundamental attribution error. In the absence of other
information, clients tend to attribute an actor's behavior to the actor's own preferences.
However, this attribution applies significantly more to behavior that is not customer
service related. For instance, rude behavior is attributed to the service provider while
oftentimes, pleasant behavior is attributed to organizational requirements. Service
providers operating in an encounter based service structure are therefore primarily
viewed negatively; basically rude people forced to be nice while working.
These observations on service provision are critical to the study of large,
balkanized institutions where interactions are primarily encounter based. The principles
outlined by Lipsky (1980) and Gutek (1995) conceptually frame a major portion of this
study in a concise manner. Namely, each author addresses potential employee behavioral
responses under conditions of high .stress and large workloads within an overarching
service delivery paradigm.
PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY OF TIME MANAGEMENT
Most studies dealing with the psychology of time management focus on
individual performance under the assumption that the sum of outcomes from many
individual performers increases the aggregate performance of the organization. This is
true to a point. That point is when one or more employees using individual time
management techniques interrupt other employees with issues related mostly to the first
individual. This is where Leslie Perlow (1999) introduces the sociology of time
management.
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Periow investigates the manner in which employees at a software engineering
firm conceptualize time and cope with the demands placed on their lime from a
sociological perspective. Placing time management in the context of social solutions.
Periow begins by focusing on the frequency and duration of interruptions from other
employees and the resultant feelings of lack of control over lime. Like Lipsky's (1980)
rationing of service, Periow describes the rationing of employee lime while under the
stress of crisis driven work. In these times, high visibility work that supports the efforts
of supervisors is rewarded and can make the difference between promotion and career
suicide. Periow also describes the sociology of organizational quiet times. These are
conscious management efforts to pull individual time management strategies into the
same timeframe. Organizational quiet times involve the commitment of organizational
members to keep interruptions to a minimum, thus allowing significant blocks of
uninterrupted time to complete individual work projects. In describing these concepts,
Periow completes the conceptual foundation of this study.
While the work of the above authors conceptually frames the study, two
additional bodies of literature are drawn on to understand these principles in the context
of the academy. These are trends in higher education and human resource management.
TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
In limes of diminishing federal resources for higher education, many universities
have turned to the private sector to seek competitive monies from public sources and
student tuition in an effort to remain financially viable (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Less
federal support has required universities to enter the capitalistic realm of competition.
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Universities must increasingly compete for both financial resources in the forms of grants
and gifts, and tuition revenues from students. Increased competition for student tuition
dollars has contributed to recent and .somewhat urgent efforts at some institutions to
become more student centered (Eckel, Hill & Green, 1998).
Considerable debate exists as to the wisdom of the entrepreneurial activities of
universities. Some argue that it has shifted the focus and time of faculty^ administrators,
and staff away from students and learning, and toward resource acquisition — particularly
through research (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Depending on the financial environment,
the pendulum swings between being .student focused and institution focused, particularly
with respect to resource acquisition. As part of this complex and multifaceted cycle that
includes institutional image management as well as serious financial concerns, some
institution pendulums are swinging back to emphasize the teaching role of universities.
Attention is moving back toward students (Eckel, Hill & Green, 1998: Shuherk, August,
1999).
As introduced above, three interrelated issues are explored in reviewing the
literature on trends in higher education. These are changes in the financing of higher
education, university efforts to become more student centered, and changes in higher
education .service delivery to become more efficient and more student centered. The
combination of these three forces yield increasing pressures on university employees to
do more with less (Newby, 1999).
Higher education is receiving smaller share of state resources in the form of
unrestricted block grants that were generally used to fund instruction and admini.stration.
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To maintain services, universities are required to generate income elsewhere (Hirsch.
1999; Leslie & Johnson. 1974; Slaughter & Leslie. 1997). This has lead faculty to
engage in competitive and market-like behavior, which includes the production and sale
of goods and services for profit (Leslie & Johnson. 1974; Slaughter & Leslie. 1997; Van
Ginkel. 1999; and Weber, 1999). Slaughter and Leslie (1997) posit that there are many
negative and unexpected outcomes of these public/private industry collaborations. Tnese
include decreased university community, decreased university commitment, decreases in
the quality of undergraduate education as faculty devote less lime to teaching and more
lime to research, and an increase in the centralization of power in the administration.
Leslie & Rhoades (1995) argue that the last of these will also considerably contribute to a
higher cost of education caused by higher administrative costs. These authors also
indicate that administration costs have increased significantly more than instruction or
student services costs because of privatization, increased institutional complexity,
increased federal regulation, increased use of consensus management, increased roles
taken on by administration that used to be done by faculty, mimetic isomorphism (the
tendency in times of tunnoil to model structures and behaviors after successful
organizations), normative isomorphism (the increase in professionalism), and the selfperpetuating nature of administration.
The above costs coupled with decreased quality of undergraduate education has
led to a decrease in public support for higher education (Weber, 1999). This is further
exacerbated by changing research foci. Faculty are spending less time on basic research,
which generally benefits the public, and more time on scientific/technology research in
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an effort to respond to the private industry demands that financially support the
institution (Slaughter. 1993; and Slaughter & Leslie. 1997).
Recent increases in proprietary schools such as the University of Phoenix (Tien.
1999) begin to address the increasingly negative public opinion and waning trust of
traditional higher education. In response to these negative f)erceptions, many public
university administrations have made efforts to be perceived as more student centered
(Rhodes, 1999). These efforts include creating learner centered curricula, changing
faculty research and teaching ratios, creating mentoring programs, involving students in
faculty research, providing all admitted students with timely and ready access to
counseling, increasing advising and courses, encouraging friendly office and support
staff, and having tenured faculty teach freshman courses (D. Woodard. personal
communication, April 16. 1999). However, lofty goals such as these are often set with
little thought given to the resources that are needed to achieve these goals.
In many ways, it is a vicious cycle. Fewer resources and changing public opinion
of higher education have led university administrations to attempt to be more student
centered. Yet these change initiatives demand greater resources that do not exist. Hence,
real changes are slow and public opinion of higher education continues to wane.
Continuing the cycle, desperate university administrations persist and seek efficiency
processes as a way to add responsibilities to existing staff without increasing resources
(Gardner, 1999). Financial resources unchanged, institutions must have the same amount
of staff do more work. In times of diminishing resources, costs must frequently be cut by
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decreasing staff as higher education is a labor intensive field. Thus departments are often
given more responsibilities with less staff.
The easiest way to cut staff and avoid layoffs is by attrition (Mortimer & Taylor,
1984) However, attrition has several hidden costs associated with the process by which
employees leave (Lipsky. 1980: and Mortimer & Taylor, 1984). Specifically, employees
do not leave according to agency priority: good/marketable employees leave first: and
marginal and older/vested employees stay. The above conditions affect employee stress
and morale, and eventually alter how employees view time and engage in coping
strategies.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Human resource management literature also provides a context to understand
university employee perspectives on time, work, and clients, as well as their coping
strategies. Human resource literature links the organization to employee behavior as
employee behavior defines an organization (Kahn, 1990). Additionally, employee
behavior is affected by organizational structure via a number of avenues, some of which
include reporting structures and assumptions regarding knowledge and information.
Organizational structure also affects the way in which employees interact by way of
supervision styles and reporting structures.
An example of the link between the organization and the employee is the manner
in which employees are formally rewarded or promoted (Bowen, Gilliland & Folger,
1999: Cleveland, Murphy & Williams, 1989: and Wexley & Klimoski, 1984). The
behaviors that employees are expected to perform are often outlined in job descriptions.
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or more importantly, performance evaluation criteria. If these criteria are interpreted by
the employee in a manner that is inconsistent with the desired outcomes of the
organization, it is the client and organization that .suffer.
Organizations may also be described as systems. Each organization has three
interacting and arguably inseparable components. These are task, people, and structure
(Bissell, 1998). The organizational task is what the organization desires to make or do
specifically and should be clearly established first. Second, the right people with the
appropriate knowledge, skills, abilities, and personality temperaments to accomplish the
task should be hired. Finally, the organizational structure that balances the unique
characteristics of the task and people should be created and managed. Each of these
organizational system components are interrelated and connected, hence, imbalance
between any of the three components causes organizational member tension and can lead
to job dissatisfaction.
For example, a well educated engineer who designs guidance components for
satellites may demand more autonomy, flexibility, and input into organizational decision
making processes in her work environment than an airline baggage handler or a postal
carrier. When placed in an environment that limits autonomy, regulates work, and stifles
employee input, there is imbalance between the organizational structure and the
personality and professional characteristics of the engineer. The engineer will likely feel
job dis.satisfaction and may leave the organization as a result.
TTie above conceptualization of organizations goes beyond the idea that there is
one preferred organizational structure that is static over time, and addresses the changing
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nature of work and the people required to do that work. Assessment and modification of
the balance between task, people, and structure must be done continually to maximize
employee satisfaction and organizational productivity (Bissell. 1998). This systemic
view of organizations also addresses how the changing environment affects the
organization. The external conditions in which an organization functions significantly
impacts the complex system of task, people, and structure.
The environment includes many things such as social relationships, resource
allocation, internal and external politics, organizational history, purpose and culture, and
geographic location. Unfortunately, to adequately address these issues requires more
time and resources than this investigation affords, and would likely be superfluous to the
objectives of this study. Hence, this section addresses the external environment in a
general sense with respect to trends affecting organizational systems in the context of
higher education support staff. TTie most pertinent of these trends include technology,
social change, globalization, and individual power.
Technology Trends
It is easy to overstate the importance of technology with regard to organizational
structure and function. It is understood that technology is important to current and future
organizational structures and that its application permits many opportunities such as
home offices, remote work-groups, and faster communication. However, it is important
to realize not just how technology will affect the tasks at hand, but how it changes the
social and psychological condition of the people who use it. Technology changes many
facets of employee interaction. These include such issues as social interaction.
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translation of corporate culture, sen.se of personal significance, time management,
autonomy, and sense of community among employees. Technology is significant in and
of itself, but the management of the unintended consequences of technology are
becoming most critical to organizational productivity.
With technology allowing organizations to operate in geographically remote
locations, it becomes important to institute change and disseminate information on a
organization-wide level without producing the perception of impeded autonomy (Carlyle,
1990). A practical way to accomplish this is to centralize important decisions, which in
many ways reverses popular organizational trends from the 1980's. However, to avoid
employee perceptions of exclusivity, it is important to solicit input from organizational
stakeholders and provide remote areas the degree of autonomy necessary to do what is
best for the organization in those locations. Technology can be a tool to accomplish this
task, particularly in large institutions with geographically and administratively dispersed
offices.
Social Change Trends
Coupled with the effects of technology are the social changes in the work force.
The largest of these effects is the general increase in workforce education levels (Jencks
& Reisman, 1977). The past twenty years has seen an increase in participation in
American higher education, particularly at the public, two-year level (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1991). This has resulted in an increased awareness of employee rights,
increa.sed specialization, and increased general knowledge. Further social changes
include increased social responsibility toward the family and the environment, changing
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minority and gender demographics, generally increased affluence (or a growing middleclass), and the role of an employees perceived work versus family community.
American workers often feel the need to have a higher standard of living than their
parents, however, the current generation entering the job market over the past ten years
may not be able to easily achieve this (Strauss & Howe, 1991). In families, this is even
further complicated by individual needs to have a higher standard of living than their
parents that often forces both members of a relationship to work, and the personal need
for interpersonal relationships, which can be fulfilled in work relationships instead of
within the family. Technology further complicates this by enabling an employee to move
the office home.
Globalization Trend
Albeit unintuitive, globalization is also an important consideration when
considering external environmental factors affecting higher education organizational
structure. When marketing or working nationally or internationally, it is important to
keep a multi-cultural perspective. As the use of technology grows the world tends to
shrink. Education and awareness of cultural differences and similarities needs to be
emphasized in an organization committed to growth, productivity, and particularly in the
case of higher education, sustainability.
The concept of globalization can be directly applied to higher education in the
context of state college and university systems. Particularly in states with geographically
dispersed universities, it becomes important to grant autonomy to make decisions locally
that benefit the university within a global frame of reference. Due to different social and
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behavior norms in different locales, it is not prudent to have universal policies and
strategies for all components of the entire system. Each region should develop separate
strategies that support university system objectives within their local environments.
Individual Power
Individual employee power is also an important consideration. Most important is
the balance between autonomy and control (Carlyle, 1990). High levels of responsibility
without authority and autonomy produces worker frustration. It is important to note that
some tasks in an organization, (i.e.. employee selection, discipline, and termination), do
not merit high degrees of employee empowerment. However, with an increasingly
educated work force comes a need for autonomy and personal job fulfillment, as fewer
and fewer people are working merely to survive. Conversely, it is not beneficial for
employees to be given such a wide degree of autonomy that counterproductive employee
behavior becomes an issue. Hence, it is increasingly important to balance employee
autonomy and employer oversight/control regarding behavior that could be detrimental to
the organization.
In this context, it is important to address the theoretical framework with regard to
power that supervisors utilize (Lukes. 1978). Employees and managers alike generally
want to be viewed as powerful, or at least important. It is important to carefully wield
power as a supewisor and helpful to express understanding that power is given by
employees and not an inherent facet of any position (Komives. Lucas & McMahon.
1998).
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Finally, structural changes do not usually solve problems exclusively (Wasson,
1990). Counting only on organizational structure to rectify organizational performance
shortcomings is similar to rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic. While structure can be
a critical portion of a university's strategic plan to assist in the adaptation to the
environment in which it operates; organizational task, people, and environment must also
be considered. Organizational structure is a conceptual model inextricably linked to
organizational culture that has far-reaching psychological and social effects (Bergquist,
1992; Bolmen & Deal, 1991; Daft, 1998; Schein, 1992; Schein, 1991; Schein, 1990).
The links between organizational structure, employee interactions, and employee
behavior provide a context to conceptualize university employee perceptions of time,
work and clients, as well as their coping strategies.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Five research questions are focused on understanding university employee
perspectives on time and coping strategies used in the service delivery to students. The
research questions are:
1. How do frontline University personnel conceptualize time?
2. What coping strategies are used by employees in responding to the pressures of
work?
3. How do University personnel who deliver service to undergraduates ration their
time and services?
4. What defines a preferred customer and how are they treated differently than other
customers?
5. What are the service delivery and policy outcomes due to the rationing strategies
used above?
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, these research questions attempt to
understand what is happening on the front lines of service delivery at one in.stitution in an
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effort lo give student service professionals and senior administrators a sense of actual
employee practices.
WORKING ASSUMPTIONS
While this study is an inquiry into the perspectives on lime and coping strategies
of university personnel who directly deliver services lo undergraduate students, there is
no intent to determine patterns of causation by confirming or disconflrming hypothesis.
Nor does this study seek lo generalize the findings to other institutions. Instead, its aim is
to describe the behaviors of employees within a particular context. From the existing
literature there can be drawn some working hypothesis about behaviors that are likely to
be observed. These working hypotheses are described below.
With the pressures of work steadily increasing, I expect university personnel will
conceptualize time as a scarce commodity. Time is expected to be viewed as generally
lacking; not enough in a day to complete work assignments. As a result, employees will
generally desire more time and use lime that is generally accepted as personal to perform
work related tasks, (i.e., early mornings, lunch, or evenings). Time is expected lo be
viewed as something precious in and of itself, and in many ways precious regardless of
use. Specifically, employees may not want more time to work, but more lime to ration in
ways that ease stress and decrease demands on the employee.
It is my expectation that university personnel who deliver services to
undergraduates ration their time and services in various ways. The first of these is likely
to be related to the employee's preferred customer. Specifically, when under stress or
when evaluated by ihe number of people processed, employees will spend time with
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siudents who respond well to the treatment provided in the format it is given, (i.e.. take
advice given without question), are highly motivated, bring some sense of
accomplishment or joy to the employee, and/or take little employee time to process.
Attention will be given to these preferred customers at the expense of others.
Another way in which time and services are likely to be rationed is via the
bureaucratic process of paperwork. I expect employees who primarily deliver services
under Gutek's encounter format will select paperwork or other bureaucratic processes as
a respite from the endless stream of clients. These employees are characterized as having
little choice as to the type of client seen or being required to see high numbers of clients
on a continuous basis. I particularly expect these employees to use paperwork or other
bureaucratic processes as a rationing technique if the bureaucratic tasks they use to avoid
clients are mundane and/or only marginally related to the clients seen. Examples of such
behavior could be filing or making photocopies. It is important to note that employees
are likely to engage in this particular behavior only if the bureaucratic task is relatively
unrelated to the client. Employees such as residence hall directors or sexual assault
counselors who must spend time after seeing clients to document and process the
interaction are not expected to engage in this time rationing strategy by doing paperwork
related to their clients. This is expected due to the large psychological and emotional
demands placed on the service providers both during the interaction with clients and
during the documentation and processing functions. Instead, these employees will seek
more pedestrian tasks that are unrelated to their specific clients as time rationing
strategies.
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Volunteering for committee work or other bureaucratic duties is also expected to
be a manner in which employees will ration their time. It is important to note that to be
used as a lime rationing tool, these duties must decrease or remove the employee from
interaction with clients and not simply be added onto the employee's workload.
Additionally, these tasks must be viewed by colleagues and suf)ervisors as legitimate
work in an effort lo avoid office tensions and in order to displace client-based workloads.
Examples of these duties may include running unexpected errands, participating on
curriculum reform or mentor/development committees, or presenting workshops on
topics familiar to the employee.
Finally, socializing is expected to be a significant coping strategy. Examples of
such behavior include time spent with other employees away from clients in a break room
or smoking, spending time talking about issues unrelated to the work at hand (even if
work related discussion is the pretense for initiating conversation), taking slightly longer
lunches, or leaving work early for happy hours. These behaviors are expected due to the
generally affirming and positive nature of social interaction. All of the above bring about
the final working hypothesis.
After all the employee coping and time rationing techniques, particularly within
the time conceptualization listed above, the very nature of employee work and
organizational policy is expected to have changed to be more congruent with the
employee behavior patterns. I expect employee coping patterns that are not specifically
forbidden by organizational policy to become part of a group of unwritten guidelines, or
even formalized policy.
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METHODS
Chapter 3
This chapter highlights methods used to investigate the following research
questions.
•
•
•
•
•

How do frontline University personnel conceptualize time?
What coping strategies are used by employees in responding to the pressures of
work?
How do University personnel who deliver service to undergraduates ration their
time and services?
What defines a preferred customer and how are they treated differently than other
customers?
What are the service delivery and policy outcomes due to the rationing strategies
used above?

This inquiry is an exploratory case study of four departments at one large, public, land
grant. Research I institution. The University serves 25,100 undergraduate and 5,800
graduate students and awards 6.850 degrees each year. The average age of undergraduate
and graduate students is twenty-three and thirty-two years respectively. Of these
students. 5.000 live in on-campus University housing. The University employs 2.200
faculty. 7,400 full-time staff, and 1,200 graduate assistants. The University campus is
geographically located in the southwest and spans over 300 acres with eighty-four
buildings. In response to declining public opinion, this University has also recently
engaged in a concerted effort to become more student centered.
As an exploratory study that seeks to understand complex and multifaceted
behaviors, the data gathered must be qualitative in nature (Berg, 1995; Miles &
Hubenman, 1984; Pitman & Maxwell, 1992; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). My fieldwork
utilized interviews, document analysis, and unobtrusive random observations. I
conducted semi-structured interviews with thirty-seven employees from four

departments. (See Appendix A for interview questions.) The interview questions were
built on the themes described above, yet were frequently conversational in nature to
understand issues that came out of the interview process (Burgess, 1984: Snow et al.
1982). Probes such as "You sound stressed" as well as silence, (who's void I found many
with a need to fill,) were used to encourage study participants to continue addressing
particularly intriguing topics. Each study participant was interviewed once. Interviews
lasted from forty-five minutes to an hour and fifteen minutes.
Due to an oversight in research design preparation, no control was extended for
different employee types. As a result, twenty-five exempt employees, eleven classified
staff, and one student lead employee were interviewed for this study. Exempt employees
at the University research site were not eligible for overtime pay, yet were generally paid
at a higher rate than classified staff. Classified staff were paid by the hour and were
eligible for overtime pay or comp-time for hours worked over forty hours per week.
Interview questions for this study were written for exempt employees. This oversight
required slight adjustments in the interview questions, such as normalizing behavior that
may violate policy. As an example, classified employees generally did not take work
home as they were required to report any hours worked above the forty hours per week.
Additionally, the nature of classified employee work, (i.e., face-to-face customer service
or handling confidential documents), did not lend well to taking work home. When
classified staff were asked the questions that were written for exempt employees.
classified staff quickly responded with a no.
JW; Do you take any work home on weekends or holidays?
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EN: No. We're not allowed to take that kind of pajjerwork out of the office. And we're
not allowed to work overtime unless it's previously approved.
However, when phra.sed in such a way that normalized behavior, yet still general
enough so as to not lead the participant, some classified employees described taking work
home and not reporting it as overtime.
JW; Tliis is a weird question, and I've gotten some pretty mixed responses to it. So I'd
like to ask it anyway. Do you take any work home on the evenings or in the
weekends?
KU: I do, actually. If there's something I really want to get better at, I will definitely take
work home. It's always been worth it to me to spend extra time to become a little
bit more competent when you're actually on the job.
Documents were solicited from each department head and the employees
interviewed. Documents included mission statements, operational manuals, performance
appraisal guidelines and forms, employee calendars, training manuals, discipline and
grievance guidelines, memos, and policy manuals. Unobtrusive observations were
conducted in each appropriate department for the duration of one year. I dropped in on
each department at least twice a week at varying times of the day to understand general
office workflow and the busy times of the year.
DEPARTMENT SELECTION
The departments were selected because they met one or more of the following
criteria: I) departments that regularly and frequently interact with students: 2)
departments with which all students must interact, and in some cases, on a fairly regular
basis; and 3) departments likely to be affected by the mandate to become student
centered. The specific departments are the Office of Academic Services, the Office of
Admissions, the Office of the Registrar, and the Department of Residence Life. Multiple
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departments were selected in an effort to get a broader understanding of employee
behavior across the University.
In each of the four departments studied, approximately ten interviews were
conducted. The interviews were tape recorded and transcribed along with field notes
taken during the interviews. TTie ratio of employees interviewed to the department size
varied significantly by departmem. (See Table 1 for ratios.) The smallest ratio (1 to 2.8)
was found in the Office of Academic Services. The largest ratio (1 to 16.2) was found in
the Department of Residence Life. The large Residence Life ratio is the result of the
large custodial and maintenance staff needed to maintain the large number of residence
hall buildings. The ratio of total number of employees interviewed to the total number of
department employees was 1 to 7.6.

Department

Academic Services
Admissions
Registrar
Residence Life
All Departments
Interviewed

Employees
Interviewed

Total Number of
Employees

Ratio

6
11
II
9

17
59
59
146

1 to 2.8
1 to 5.4
1 to 5.4
1 to 16.2

37

281

1 to 7.6

Table 1. Ratio of employees interviewed to total number of department employees.

The focus of this study involves the perspectives on time and coping strategies of
employees who deliver services directly to undergraduates, as well as their views
regarding their work and clients. Lipsky's (1980) work on certain frontline employees.
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(the street level bureaucrat), and Gutek's (1995) work on the changing dynamics of
service and service providers leads me look at these types of frontline employees. Hence,
interv iew priority was given to frontline employees who interact with students regularly
and frequently. The supervisors of these employees were not interviewed for two
reasons. First and foremost, frontline employee knowledge that I would be interviewing
supervisors may have tainted responses. Second, it would be difficult to ascertain
frontline employee perspectives and coping strategies from supervisors who are removed
from the intensity of frontline service delivery.
The Office of Academic Services was selected for this study due to the frequent
interaction with students seeking advice on course and program selection. Academic
advising is not required by the University except in the case of graduation checks.
Hence, students who use the Office of Academic Services are also more likely to be at a
higher risk for drop out, thus adding a further sense of urgency to the employee's work.
Additionally, this office is quite likely to be challenged to respond to student needs by the
mandate to become more student centered as academic advising is a cornerstone of high
risk student persistence. Interviews were conducted with the Academic Advisors from
this office.
The Office of Admissions was selected for study primarily due to the gatekeeper
service it provides to all students. Few students enter the University without some
contact with this office either by correspondence or in person. Additionally, interaction
with all potential and future students positions this office to be the advocate for the
student centered initiative. This office consists of fifty-nine full-time employees. Ten of
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these employees deliver services to students regularly via a "walk-in" admissions
counseling program. TTiese employees were targeted for interviews.
The Registrar at this University has thirteen employees who interact with students
regularly; nine via direct, front-counter contact, two on a case-by-case basis depending on
the complexity of the student concerns, and two via e-mail and occasionally via phone.
Eleven of these employees were targeted for interviews. The two e-mail and phone
employees were excluded due to the self-driven pace of their work and their physical
location away from frontline service delivery. The first eleven employees are located in a
large, open student receiving area, while the e-mail and phone employees are located
upstairs in an office space removed from general student contact. Providing service to
students regularly and frequently, this department is also likely to feel pressure from
University administration to be more student centered.
The Department of Residence Life has over 140 full-time employees in business
offices, computer support, residence halls, conference services, administrative support,
and maintenance and custodial departments. Residence Hall Directors were targeted for
interviews from this department due to their regular and frequent contact with
predominately first year students. There are nine full-time Hall Directors, six half-time
Graduate Hall Directors, and five Community Assistants for a total of twenty employees
working in the residence halls. TTie nine full-time Hall Directors were targeted to be
interviewed due to the relatively large residence halls for which they are responsible,
(ranging from 320 to 900 students), and the large staff and administrative responsibilities
their halls encumber. Graduate Hall Directors and Community Assistants were excluded
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due to their student status. These employees have dramatically different responsibilities
and pressures that confound the study.
In addition to the above interviews, document analysis was used to understand
how employees use their time, how employees want others to believe they use their time,
as well as the manner in which time rationing and coping decisions are made. I sought
documents such as employee calendars, evaluation instruments, position descriptions,
mission statements, training manuals, employees schedules, and performance evaluation
criteria. These documents produced specific departmental expectations for employee use
of time. All documents were gathered from individual employees and departments
whenever possible.
Finally, unobtrusive observations were conducted to see the offices at work. Field
notes of these observations were recorded and included the date and time of the
observation, numbers of clients and employees present, and notes on any activity in or
around the office. With the exception of Department of Residence Life, I stopped into
each office at least twice a week at various limes of the day and semester in a concerted
effort to get an understanding of office workflow and peak service times. The Residence
Life exclusion from this component of the study was due primarily to the geographical
dispersion of employees in their respective buildings and the odd and inconsistent work
hours of Hail Directors. However, in the lime surrounding each of the interviews with
Hall Directors, I looked for indicators of lime and service rationing. In the other three
departments, I observed peak demand hours for service, traffic flow through the office,
and employees at work under varying stress levels across one year.
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DATA ANALYSIS
All data was analyzed using the theoretical framework described above.
Interviews were transcribed and interview statements were thematically coded into seven
categories (Berg. 1995: Pitman & Maxwell, 1992: Wolcot. 1994). The coding categories
included: lack of control over time, preferred clients, coping strategies, rationing time and
service, high visibility work, changes in service delivery, and employee behavior
affecting policy. Interview data was coded thematically in one of two ways. Primarily,
strings of direct verbiage that specifically describe a category were used. An example of
this for the preferred client category includes "I prefer working with girl students more so
than boy students." Second, phrases were also coded into categories if they allude to
behavior typified by the coding category. For instance, the following excerpt was coded
as preferred clients.
JW: So, if you had to spend a day with any of the number of people that you described.
that would definitely be an RA?
LE: Definitely. Definitely.
JW: For all the reasons that you described as far as professionalism, drive, motivation?
LE: Yea. I guess part of it is that I see them more as being like the kind of people that I
was as an undergrad. I wasn't somebody who was, you know, like urinating on
cars, or lighting things on fire. And if I was, I sure as hell wasn't stupid enough to
get caught. [Laughing]
This data not only represents an employee who has a preferred client, but a preferred
client who shares personality characteristics with the employee. This second method of
coding looks at the words used, deconstructs the language within the context of the
interview and that which is being described, and interprets the underlying meaning of
what is being said (Berg, 1995; Wolcot, 1994).
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There was occasional overlap in coding, (i.e.. statements describing employees
working through lunches could be interpreted as time rationing, a coping strategy, or
even employee behavior affecting policy). However in cases such as these, context
frequently assisted in making coding decisions. In cases where reported behaviors did
not clearly become distinguished into one category, descriptions were coded into multiple
categories.
Documents were similarly coded by theme. Emphasis was also placed on
establishing the expectations that the written data created, and ascertaining the
congruency of these expectations against the expectations expressed in interviews.
Unobtrusive observation was used primarily to understand and validate the workflow and
high volume work times reported by employees.
LIMITATIONS
There are three primary limitations to this study that should be addressed early to
avoid hasty generalization. As a single case study with only thirty-seven interview
participants, generalization to other campus departments, much less other institutions, is
questionable. Second, a further limitation of this study is the lack of control extended for
the employee types who were interviewed. The significant difference in motivation,
education, lifestyle, and background between exempt and classified staff confound
conclusions that may be drawn from this study.
Finally, the richness of the data may have benefited from a multiple interview
approach. As you will find, this study asks much of employees and great trust must be
established between researcher and participant. The level of trust conducive to drawing

out employee perspectives on lime, work, and clients, as well as coping strategies that
may not be condoned by department administration is tremendous. While reaching
considerable breadth, the depth of the data could have been improved by the increasing
trust associated with multiple researcher/participant interactions. Additionally, it is
important to inform the reader that the principal investigator of this study was a residence
hall director for four of the past eight years, and hence has unique insight into the hall
director position and position requirements.
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BEHAVIOR PATTERNS WITHIN DEPARTMENTS
Chapter 4
Due to the var>'ing office environments studied and employee types interviewed,
this study presents two analysis chapters. Chapter Four overviews each of the individual
departments studied. These are the Office of Academic Services (OAS), the Office of
Admissions, the Office of the Regi.strar, and the Department of Residence Life. Each
office is described according to the typical characteristics of employees interviewed,
organizational structure/climate, and the general services provided to give a general sense
of the office and the work done. Findings and behavior patterns from each office are also
presented. Chapter Five blurs the lines between departments to describe aggregate
employee behavior patterns as though all employees worked for the University at large
and not individual departments.
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC SERVICES
Five of a possible eight Academic Advisors and the lead Administrative Assistant
were interviewed in the Office of Academic Services (OAS) for a total of six interviews.
All positions iiitei'viewed were exempt employees except the Administrative Assistant
who was a classified staff person. Access to interview the Advisors was provided by the
Director of Academic Services. I attended a weekly staff meeting to describe my study
and make introductions. At the request of the Director, all interviews were held on
employee personal time. Two of the six interviews were conducted at restaurant/bars off
campus, one during lunch and one after work. Despite repeated efforts to schedule
interviews, I was not able to interview three of the Advisors. This may be a result of
these Advisor's unwillingness to hold interviews on personal time. As much as could be
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ascenained during the introduction meeting, these Advisors were not significantly
different than the Advisors who were interviewed with respect to age, gender, education,
or length of experience.
Most of the Academic Advisors interviewed had the expectation of moving
beyond their current position, although generally not within the OAS. Half of the
Advisors described careers in Student Affairs and half described careers in either higher
education in genera! or private industry; depending upon opportunity. All had at least
one Master's degrees in education, psychology, or a related field.
Advisors saw students on a daily basis, normally by appointment. Advisors did
not directly control the specifics of their schedule. Instead, they worked within a grid
structure that divided the workday into thirty minute intervals: the length of the ideal
student advising session. Within the grid structure. Advisors were permitted three, nonconsecutive. half-hour blocks of office time to complete their assigned projects, check
and respond to phone calls and e-mail, and prepare degree checks for seniors. These
office times were scheduled for the Advisors by an Office Assistant with some Advisor
input.
TTie ages of the Advisors ranged from early twenties to mid-fifties. Older
employees generally had more advising experience than younger employees, yet no
employee had worked in the field of academic advising for more than seven years. As a
result, no clear ranking or hierarchy was observed, though Advisors with more assertive
personality types tended to exude a greater sense of confidence and had more to say in
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the staff meeting 1 attended. Of the six employees interviewed, two were men and four
were women.
The office had a relatively flat organizational structure (see Figure 1).

Associate Dean
Director
Academic Advisors (9)

Office Supervisor
Administrative Assistant
Office Specialist
Reception ist
Office Assistant

Figure 1: Office of Academic Services Organizational Chart

The Director acted as direct supervisor to the Academic Advisors. The general office
climate was one of quiet desperation. In the office. Advisors seemed driven to be
perceived as competent, pensive, and professional counselors. Yet Advisors dealing with
job stresses shared the frustration of wanting to express themselves in an office that was
much like a library. One particularly outgoing Advisor described making noi.ses to break
the office tension.
JW: Do you have any time saving or stress reducing techniques that you use or share
w/others?
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WX: "Time-saving" is doing the organization ahead of lime. It helps if I know what I'm
going to be doing. Stress reducing? I like to play around — sense of humor. I do
silly things. I have my Darth Vader light saber. I whip that out every once in a
while and I go up and down the halls, [laughing]
JW: That's a great stress reducer.
WX: And that's the reaction you get. [WX produces light saber and displays other toys.J
This is another favorite. [WX produces small dog doll that makes karate noises]
It's karate dog.
The formal mission of this office is, in part, as follows:
The primary function of this unit is academic advising, a
critical component of the undergraduate exfjerience. It is
the process of developing a meaningful educational plan
that is compatible with the student's abilities, values,
interests, and career goals. Developing an educational plan
is a responsibility shared by the student and advisor.

Academic Advisor training documents encouraged a strong counseling role, highlighting
more than simply academic advising. Training topics touched on career development,
life-skill development, student development, and relational/counseling components that
employees were to use in advising sessions.
However, whatever the official version of the formal mission and the theory
underlying it. the realities of practice were different. As predicted by Lipsky's (1980)
notion of the street level bureaucrat, there existed a gap between clearly stated formal
mission/policy, and the actual practices of the unit. While student development was what
the office was to do in theory, practice dictated a more prescriptive role.
JW: And what are some of the job responsibilities for your position?
KO: Seeing students for appointments and helping them. Probably what a lot of other
advisors said: helping students select courses. Mainly helping them graduate. I feel
like a lot of it is being a talking version of the catalogue. Which surprised me, that I
have to do that. So a lot of it is just explaining fKJiicy to students.
JW: Could you describe the typical student you interact with? If you had to push a
stereotype, I know that's hard, but if you had to?
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KO: Yea. It's really hard, because there isn't one. Probably someone who has maybe a
2.5 CPA, and kinda wants me to tell them what to take - like what classes to take,
and when they'll graduate. Maybe someone who isn't very autonomous at all.
JVV: So they probably want some type of prescription? "Tell me what I need to get out
of here."
KO: Yea. And it depends on my mood. Some days I announce to my colleagues, "I'm
feeling prescriptive today!" Because some days I'm like, "Here. Let's open this
[the catalogue] up. Take this. This is a great schedule." And sometimes I enjoy it.
even though I know it's probably not good, developmentally. But sometimes I'm
like, fuck it. I'm going to tell them what to take. TTiat's what they want. I'll do
it
I'm resentful of having to interpret the catalogue for somebody, but that's
probably what it usually is; a student who wants me to interpret the catalogue for
them.
The organizational structure and office policy in the OAS were extremely rigid.
Every half hour was meticulously blocked out for all the Advisors on a large grid.
LT: I do a grid for the Director. It helps her know where the Advisors will be each half
hour during the day.
All six employees interviewed described a general disdain for the grid scheduling method
that functionally dictated every minute of their schedule. All Advisors also expressed a
desire for more autonomy. In defense of the grid time management technique, one
Advisor did indicate that while he did not like the grid, he understood its use within the
office and believed it was necessary to regulate time in an office with few staff and many
demands.
The Advisor's lack of control over their time and schedule has produced feelings
of resentment. More than one Advisor expressed feelings of being treated like a child,
and frequently employees described feeling like children in a dysfunctional family. One
employee said that her favorite work time was with her pre-law advising duties because
they were unstructured. Another employee described feeling energized and enthusiastic
about her job after gaining some control over her schedule due to a temporary shift in
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duties. She was able to block administrative time to fill in for an Administrative
Associate who was out on medical leave.
JW: If you could change one thing about your work environment, what would that be?
LN: The control issues. I had an interesting experience the three months just before the
[winter] break. An Administrative Associate was on medical leave and then she
terminated her employment. I was asked to work one quarter time and supervise
people because they were short staffed and needed someone. 1 was told that
whatever time I needed to block off from my regular schedule, do it for the
supervisory purpose of smooth running. I was so energized and I couldn't figure
out why. Some of the stuff was hard and some I didn't really want to do. Then it
dawned on me that I had control. If I was too busy to do XYZ. I didn't have to go
ask permission. I'd just say to the receptionist, "Would you please block me out. I
won't take appointments here."
Employees consistently expressed their desire for autonomy. Those who experienced it
described it with tremendous enthusiasm.
Another example of Advisor lack of control over time was seen in the perceived
need of some employees to take work home. While four employees emphatically
indicated that they did not take work home, two were motivated to do so.
JW: Do you take any home in the evenings or on the weekends?
EN: Often. I try to limit it, because it cuts into lime at home and now that I'm taking
classes again, I really don't have a whole lot of extra time to that, but you know,
unless I want them stacking up on my desk, I need to take them home. And like I
said, I work through lunch break, and you know, I finish notes on the weekends.
Like last night, I came in yesterday to work a few hours, and then I took about ten
files home just to catch up. And I don't always get to them, but it's fairly common.
And I think by the nature of the job that I do, I may be one of the only folks that do
do that. But there are people who aren't married, and can come in all day Sunday.
I don't have that luxury. So it's either takin' it home or it doesn't gel done. It
would be nice to just leave it on my desk and come in on Sunday and spend the
afternoon catching up, but it's not possible.
Similariy,
WX: I do sometimes lake work home with me.
JW; How often does that happ>en and what do you take home?
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WX: I will take home reading, if that starts backing up. I try not to do that. I try to keep
work here and home at home. Sometimes I will come in on the weekend or stay
later to get things cleared up. I don't have a computer at home with access or email which is probably just as well [laughs] because I get a lot of students e-mailing
me. But I will take home things that require reading.
The Office of Academic Services clearly had the most restrictive supervision style
and organizational structure of the four offices studied. As predicted by Bowen el al
(1999). the most frequent and consistent resistance by employees to office policies was
also found here. Several employees described taking sick days when employees needed
to take care of pressing personal concerns such as dental or medical appointments, or
taking sick days just to avoid the office.
LT: ...I think we have an attendance problem too.
JW: Really? What do you mean by that? People just not showing up? People calling in
sick or coming in late?
LT: Mostly calling in sick. I mean you get sick, that's fine. It's more just people
calling in sick.
This employee behavior seemed to be a coping strategy to deal with the stresses of the
.Academic Advisor position. These stresses included high client volume and may also
have siemmed from the organizational structure itself. That is, the OAS structure was not
well matched with the task of advising students and the p)ersonalities of the people best
suited to perform that task (Bissell, 1998). Employees such as Advisors with higher
education levels generally demand more autonomy, trust, and responsibility to achieve
similar job satisfaction levels as those employees with lower education levels.
Organizations that do not balance task, people, and structure generally have employees
with lower levels of job satisfaction and experience higher levels of employee turnover.
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Other coping strategies emerged which suggested that Advisors informally
affected policy that was somewhat at odds with the office's formal policy. In a brochure
distributed to new students, the OAS described same-day appointments as a first-come.
first-served process. While no Advisors described discouraging students from using OAS
services, some Advisors encouraged certain students to return and make appointments
with them via phone in order to circumvent the first-come, first-served policy.
JW: How do you choose who to see? Do you have a favorite type of student to see?
KO: Oh yea. I definitely have a type of student I like to see. I'm probably nicer to some
students than to others, so maybe I encourage them to come back more. I mean I
son of prefer unpretentious, not necessarily smart, just not sorority type. I like girl
students better than boys usually. And I do have problems with [students from)
sororities and fraternities. I feel like they are very manipulative and I can't stand it.
Similarly:
TK: I don't feel I have much control over who I see and who I don't see. Now, I take
that back though. Most of our appointments are scheduled for us. If a student
comes and wants to see me, I can circumvent our scheduling procedure and see that
student whenever I want to. But in terms of saying who I won't see or don't see
certain students, it doesn't happen. You take all-comers and whoever you get.
JW: Could you use that same system to say, "I'm sorry, my appointments are full, you
must go through the regular system?"
TK: Yes. Yes. And I've done that before. Like for example, I had a student that I was
working with who was trying to change colleges and he was getting the run-around
from his VA people, and it just turned out that he ended up with me and I helped
him a lot. We needed something to be resolved in two days and so I just sort of
circumvented the system and went out there and scheduled him myself. Then when
he wanted to come back for a follow-up appointment, he got through to my
voicemail and I called him back and went out and scheduled him again. At which
point I was feeling like he was taking, I don't know about "advantage," but he
wasn't following the normal procedures of other students. Sure I was willing to
help him out when he needed the help, but for him to constantly keep bothering me
to get scheduled for appointments when he could go through the office, I felt he had
an unfair advantage over other students. And instead of telling him that, like quit
calling me and doing that, I told him that I was basically booked and that I really
didn't have the free time in my schedule because my appointments were already
filled. But maybe he could get in touch with the receptionist to see what he could
work out. So I sort of deflected it off. But I feel I am very approachable and
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accessible to students and will do whatever I can to accommodate them outside of
our scheduling of appointment structure. If it's a student that I feel like I need to
advocate for, established a relationship with, and the student is having problems
getting things resolved, then I will certainly do that as long as I don't feel like I'm
being taken advantage of.
This use of policy to facilitate or discourage student contact is an excellent example of
Lipsky's (1980) service rationing technique. Interaction can be encouraged or
discouraged by giving or withholding information from the client, in this case, contact
information.
Additionally, some Advisors described going outside of the system and their
authority to cover for each other.
TK: I think in terms of value. I guess I value the student's educational experience more
than I value written pKjIicies. If a student took one literature course that's not on the
list as an approved general education course; so the student got a good experience,
that's more important than it was one of the six courses that necessarily [fills the
written requirement]. So 1 guess that's a policy thing. And we as an advising staff
have taken unspoken liberties with that. That we will just, instead of saying, "Hey,
can I do this?" We'll just, you know, I'm just going to do this. And that is a
rapport that we have established as a group of Advisors. That we will back one
another up with those kinds of things, because I think we look at the bigger picture.
That you can do things if you just do them and don't speak about it.
As evidenced from this interview, the Advisors were a tight knit group of employees that
supported one another's decisions. Despite the restrictive nature of office policy, the
Advisors described a sense of camaraderie and teamwork; community developed through
adversity. Some Advisors described an "us against the world" type of closeness. The
challenges began with the upper OAS management and spread throughout the University
administration.
TK: I've never been with a group of people - and I'm talking about - I'm removing the
Director and Administrative staff from this part of it. I guess the professional
Advising staff, my peers in this group, I've never worked with a group of people
that I genuinely like every one of them and consider them friends and have really
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established sort of a us against the world camaraderie. That's another thing that you
can add to the rewarding part of the job - just the group of people that I work with.
We have a real collective mentality and think along the same lines. If you have a
hunch or a feeling or you're having a problem with a certain student and want to
resolve it. you can pretty much go to any of your colleagues and they'll answer it.
Okay, this is kind of the way I would handle this situation and you go to someone
else for verification or even to ask their opinion, you find we're pretty much all on
the same page, and that's real rewarding.
The close sense of community and exclusivity described with regard to Advisors above is
common among employees entrenched in street level bureaucrat work. Lipsky (1980)
argues that in ca.ses of extreme stress, community is developed through adversity. As
shown above, the most consistent finding in the OAS related to the nature of Lipsky's
(1980) street level bureaucrat work.
The "Advising Appointments" section of the brochure distributed to students
described above contained two sentences. This section read, "Same-day advising
appointments are made on first-come, first-served basis. A limited number of advance
appointments may be made by phone up to a week in advance." Both sentences have a
distinct negative, or at a minimum, curt tone. Immediately below this was a section
called. "Quick Advising." It highlighted fast and easy ways to come in or call to answer
"quick" questions about advising in positive language that encouraged students to use
these advising options instead of appointments. It read, "An advisor is available to
answer quick questions on a walk-in basis daily between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. For
students who are unable to come to campus, an advisor is available to answer quick
questions over the phone between 3:30 - 5:00 p.m." Both these options modeled queuing
techniques such as those used in fast food service delivery that Gutek (1995) describes as
a recent trend in service delivery. Queuing students this way allows faster service
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delivery with less personal interaction. Beyond the changing nature of service delivery
that is driven by having more clients than can be seen, other work related issues surfaced
with regard to the street level bureaucrat.
Other concepts related to street level bureaucratic work were described by OAS
employees. These included an office driven by numbers; quantity of work being more
important than quality of work; the difficult nature of evaluating outcomes of service
delivery, (i.e., coun.seling and advising); and the preferred customer being a student who
needed little help or who responded well to treatment. Further contributing to the street
level bureaucratic nature of work in the OAS was seen in volume of work in this office.
Workload in the OAS was consistently busy throughout the year, even during summers
when most students leave campus.
JW:
EN:
JW:
EN:

What times of the year do you prefer to work?
You mean work in general or this job?
This job.
I think other than the beginning of school [the work] is not bad, because we have
full appointments every day; summer, fall, spring. It really doesn't change that
much at all. Even if we have an appointment, the last possible appointment before
Christmas break, somebody is always there. Very seldom do we have appointments
left open, so, in terms of workload, it's all the same. The frustration in our office
comes from students who can't get appointments. We always joke and say the
difference between the summer and the rest of the school year is that we turn away
fewer students. If you come in at eight o'clock for an app>ointment, they're gone.
We open the doors at seven o'clock in the morning. Sometimes they're gone at
seven ten. Sometimes there are thirty appointments and we have fifty people
standing in line who got up to be there at seven o'clock. And so, that's a real
frustration for students that can't get appointments. And those are the diligent ones!
If you come in at one o'clock and think you're going to get an appointment, I mean
that is definitely out of the question.
Tlie final consistent finding in the Office of Academic Services deals directly with

employee evaluation. The OAS used a one-page standard evaluation form provided by
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the University human resources department that contained four open ended questions.
Most employees felt the annual evaluation process was rigid, demeaning, and of little
professional use. Employees spoke of enduring the process they felt was only done
because of University requirement and as a direct link to merit raises. Outside of the
evaluation process, only one Advisor indicated she had received any form of informal
feedback. This was for going far above and beyond job duties by coming in to work sick
during the busiest office times.
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
The Office of Admissions has a diverse and mixed role at the University studied
that includes minority student recruitment, local, state and national travel, development
and presentation of educational programs for elementary and middle school students,
orientation programs, and several collaborations with business and professional academic
programs. There are fifty-nine full time employees in the Admissions Office. All eleven
employees initially contacted were interviewed. Participant selection was made on the
basis of student interaction frequency. Each interview participant spends significant time
as "Officer of the Day." This responsibility is also called "OD" and "On Duty." An OD
shift consists of a three hour block of time where Admissions employees field questions
and see students and parents of prospective students. Other than OD, the employees
interviewed also spend a large part of their days interacting with students and student
records that are part of their caseload.
Nine of the eleven interviews were conducted with Admissions Counselors. The
tenth interview was with the Admissions Counselors' direct supervisor and the eleventh
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was with the Office Supervisor. Both ihe Office Supervisor and Academic Counselor
supervisor were women. Of the eleven people interviewed, six were women and five
were men. All positions were exempt except the Office Supervisor who was a classified
staff person.
As an entry level Student Affairs position, counselor ages ranged from the early
twenties to the mid-forties with most counselors in their mid to late twenties. All
Admissions Counselors have Bachelor's degrees and about half have advanced degrees,
most of which are Master's degrees in education or the social sciences. While many
employees viewed themselves on an upwardly mobile path, most described a career
timeline that spanned several years with expectations of staying in Student Affairs. One
employee described the Admissions Counselor position as a dream job, and therefore
expressed no intention of leaving. Other Admissions Counselors generally described
feelings of professional contentment and satisfaction, more so than any other employee
type interviewed for this study. This is not to say that these employees expect to spend
an entire career as Admissions Counselors. Rather, the office environment and perceived
benefits fostered employee satisfaction and did not encourage Admissions Counselors to
seek work outside of Admissions or Student Affairs.
Admissions Counselors interacted with undergraduate students consistently and
frequently. While this was not usually by appointment, it was during prescribed "on
duty" blocks, thus providing some degree of control over workflow. The Admissions
Office organizational chart (see Figure 2) appears to have been created by accretion.
Reporting structures seem incongruent with regard to functional units or tasks. For
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example, interviews revealed thai the Office of Minority Student Affairs and other
retention functions were added to the Admissions Office in the late 80's. The
hierarchical organization chart did not match the more matrix or web interaction style
described by employees. Regardless of the published organizational chart, employees
described the actual organizational structure as working well with clear reporting
relationships and accessibility to upper management.
Admissions Office documents, though scant, emphasized the counseling, decision
making, and referral roles of Counselors. Documents also emphasized recruiting,
admitting and retaining a diverse student body, and providing students who do not meet
admissions requirements with educational alternatives. In interviews. Admissions
employees identified these roles and tasks as important to them.
As in all other departments studied, aspects of Lipsky's (1980) street level
bureaucracy were observed in the Office of Admissions. Employees reported a great deal
of autonomy and a lack of supervisor direct observation of work. Employee programs
and orientation sessions could be seen by supervisors if supervisors were able to attend,
however, supervisor attendance at employee programs was not reported by any
Admissions Counselors. Mo-si employees interviewed spent much of their time with
students out of sight of supervisors. In spite of this, one employee described interaction
with students as the most important criterion that positively affects evaluation outcomes.
Many employees described supervisor use of second hand information to assess
performance and program outcomes and effectiveness. This was through student
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evaluations, department or external colleague reports, and via regular employee informal
feedback. Such conditions are characteristic of street level bureaucrat work.
Admissions Counselors reported a high level of regular contact with supervisors.
All employees described meeting with their supervisor at least every other week for oneon-one meetings. Some Counselors met every week with their supervisor. Departmental
changes, program status, and employee projects were generally discussed in these
meetings. Gross performance shortcomings and exemplary performance were also
discussed, albeit rarely. One-on-one meetings were described as an opportunity for
employees to promote themselves and their programs.
JW: Would you say that your supervisor sees the work that you do in such a way that
they can evaluate it or do they need to glean information from somewhere else?
UR; Some things like if it's a program, they can see exactly what you're doing. But
when you are. for example with the College of Business: I'm working with them
doing a scholars program. She [my supervisor] doesn't exactly know what I'm
working on. She doesn't know exactly what the program is about. So when we
have our informal meetings, that's when I inform her and let her know just what
I'm doing, what the outcome of this is going to be. and just how it's going to affect
the Admissions Office overall. And I need to let her know certain things.
JW: It sounds to me to be a very positive way to influence your formal evaluation is
through the informal process as you really sell yourself. And I don't mean this in a
bad way, its more like, "Here's what I'm doing, here's what I'm working on."
UR: In this job, you have to. We have to. If they feel that you're not performing up to
your standards or above that then you will definitely be told about that.
These one-on-one meetings were also an opportunity to for Counselors to describe
successes in an area that constitutes a significant portions of employee work time, yet is
rarely seen by supervisors.
JW; What do you feel is the most imp)ortant piece of what you do that positively affects
the outcome of your evaluation?
CF: Okay. Probably the biggest things I do in my job probably are the things that have
the most impact. I think how I work with prospective students and parents would
probably be the biggest part of the evaluation. But what's interesting about that is
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that that's not something that my supervisor can really see. And that's something
that the counselors have talked about. It's something that will show up on the
evaluation, but I mean my supervisor doesn't really formally observe me while I'm
on duty or things like that. I mean she's heard me on the phone and she's seen me
with people, not like a real structured way, like teachers are observed by their
principal kind of thing. There's nothing really structured like that. So that's kind of
an interesting thing. Sometimes I wonder, how does she really know how I'm
interacting? Like she doesn't see me do it on a regular basis, even though it is such
a big part of my job.
The nature of the above has developed a clear, yet often unstated, move toward
doing what Perlow (1999) describes as high visibility work. Because much of the work
Admissions Counselors do can not be directly seen by supervisors, employees tend to put
more time and energy toward programs that are highly visible within the department and
that supervisors may attend.
JW: What kind of work are you most rewarded for doing?
RN: Hmm. [long pause] Most rewarded for doing.... [long pause] Externally, it would
be the visits [to community colleges]. They're always happy to see you. They kind
of go out of their way to meet us at most campuses, and to be pleasant to you.
Internally, it generally comes from some type of programming, whether that's
minority transfer day or whatever. If it turns out really well, you get pats on your
back or kudos from your friends.
Also to appear busy to colleagues and supervisors, employees reported looking busy by
spending lunches or extended hours the office regardless of whether or not they are
engaged in personal or work related functions.
Despite the perceived need to do high visibility work, employees generally
describe a very real sense of camaraderie. Many referred to a team concept. Admissions
Counselors spoke frequently of the importance of internal and external colleague
relationships. More so than any of the departments studied, these employees had a great
sense of trust and appreciation for their colleagues, even across functional units.
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For all iheir positive sentiments, most Admissions Counselors described a lack of
control over time. This was mostly caused by OD. While no employee worked more
than one three hour OD block per day. the nature of the work functionally doubled
Counselor workloads. While seeing the continuous stream of students and parents during
OD. employees were not able to work on programs or answer phone calls or e-mail.
These did not slow as Counselors worked with clients on OD. yet must be attended to
after OD is done.
JW: Where does the greatest demand on your time come from?
UR: I would say, when we're on duty. That takes up a lot of your time because not only
are you on that three hour time segment. If, say for example, you've had to talk to a
lot of students, your phone calls have backed up, so that means that once you get off
counselor duty, you have to follow up with those students and answer their
requests.
Even when it was slow. Counselors often described one to two hours of immediate
follow-up work that was passed on when OD shifts change.
With demanding OD requirements, some employees described service rationing
techniques and coping strategies. The greatest of these was described as "hidden time"
by one employee.
NH: I [often travel out of town for work) and on my way back, I'll go home as opposed
to here for a couple of hours and I'll get a lot done and I'll e-mail it into my office
and the next morning I'll fee! I've accomplished more. But it has to be hidden time
as opposed to straight out time given office issues.

Hidden time allows MG to avoid interruptions that were a constant part of her job. This
enabled her to get considerably more done, or feel she had gotten more done, than if she
was in the office.
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Lack of control over time was also reflected in the work that Admissions
Counselors take home. Every employee interviewed indicated that they either took work
home or worked outside of regular business hours. Two employees indicated that they
took work home frequently. Seven employees reported taking work home despite efforts
to avoid it. Of these, two reported that they rarely took work home. Finally, two
employees indicated that they ab.solutely do not take any work home in the evenings and
on weekends, yet like most other Counselors, must regularly work evenings and
weekends to fulfill program requirements.
As with Academic Advisors, preferred clients in the Admissions Office included
students with personality characteristics similar to the Counselor. Counselors also
preferred working with traditional age first year students rather than transfer or nontraditional age students.
JW; Could you describe your typical student that you interact with, their characteristics?
RN: Some of them are traditional age, and then like another 50% are not traditional age.
So they may be older, more sophisticated. They may be trying to start their life
over again after whatever event, divorce, lost their job, or what have you. So they
are very focused on the BA or BS and getting through the institution. And a lot of
folks here consider transfer students to be... difficult. Probably due to their
sophistication. Meaning that they are not the typical freshman where you could tell
them anything. Transfers are going to want to know why, when, where, and you
have to be prepared to answer those questions. So they can be more challenging.
Employees reported enjoying work with students who did not challenge the system or the
Counselor, and who did what they were told. As expected by Lipsky (1980), employees
preferred students who responded well to treatment. These students promoted employee
self-esteem and job satisfaction. Furthermore, success with students who responded well
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to treatment can obtain more favorable evaluations through self-reported promotion via
the one-on-one discussions with supervisors described above.
Admissions Counselors reported a good deal of boundary control. Even when on
duty, students and student concerns were filtered through secretaries and telephone
operators.
JW: I'm not very familiar with the on duty process. Could you describe a little bit. for
me. how that works? I guess when a student comes in. who do they see first and
how do they know where to go?
UR: The first thing they do, they'll go to the front desk. If the front desk staff can't
answer their questions, then they direct them to a counselor who's on duty. We call
it OD. They usually have two counselors on duty, and... [the student] fills out a
slip of paper... writes down the information that they need assistance with and then
we proceed from there. We also have an in-house operator. The phones go
directly to her and if she can't give general information, she'll put it on to the front
desk. Sometimes she'll send it directly to the counselor. If they send it directly to
the front desk and they can't answer the question, then they send it to one of us.
Counselors reported looking up student files and even researching answers to questions
that students write at the front desk prior to calling the student in to meet with them.
Panicularly new employees reported this to be a good way to filter and screen students
and student requests. These boundary control techniques reduced employee stress related
to the unknown component of student interaction and requests, thus increasing employee
job satisfaction.
Doing a job well was not consistently rep>oned as the main link to positive
evaluations. While doing a good job was very important, it was a necessary but not
sufficient component of a positive evaluation. Admissions Counselors consistently
described personality characteristics as important to receiving a positive evaluation.
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These included being a pleasant person, a team player, easy to get along with, and
flexible.
JW: What do you feel is the most important criterion that positively affects the outcome
of your evaluation. Meaning what could you be doing more of, be doing better, to
get a positive evaluation?
BD: Nothing. I'm perfect, [laughs] I think what gives me, or any other person, a
positive evaluation is to communicate with your supervisors who evaluates you and
to have your supervisor have the opportunity to see your work. Also. I think if you
always have a positive attitude no matter what, even if things are difficult, that
helps. To be honest, if you are having difficulties. I think it's all about having a
open relationship with your supervisor, being honest about your feelings, doing
your job, being creative and having new ideas, contributing to the whole office in a
positive manner, and being a team player. This all allows you to have a positive
evaluation because those are all key things in working in an environment like this.

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
The Office of the Registrar is divided into seven sub-departments with fifty-nine
total employees, excluding student workers. TTiis Office issues transcripts and diplomas,
coordinates registration, produces the schedule of classes, verifies enrollment, maintains
student records, records grades, and certifies degrees. Interviews were conducted in the
Records and Registration sub-department as it houses nearly half of the Registrar's
employees; half of whom interact with students daily. The organizational structure of the
Registrar's Office was relatively flat with the most layers (five) in the Records and
Registration sub-department (see Figure 3). All other sub-departments had two or three
organizational layers and significantly fewer employees. Reporting relationships were
clear throughout the department. While most Registrar middle managers were women,
the department Director was a man.

Figure 3; Office of the Registrar Organizational Chart
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This department has been engaged in a salary savings program over the past three
years. The two primary methods used in this effort were staff reduction and
restructuring.
JW; Has this department changed significantly over your time here?
KU: It has. There've been several remodelings. We've had a major restructuring that
was just completed over the summer. And fortunately I'm still here and fortunately
I have a lot of the same jobs that I u.sed to. I may have incorporated a couple of
new ones like this education tax credit thing. But I'm not averse to learning new
things. The main thing. I think in the last four years there's probably been, don't
quote me for sure, I think there's been one or two major restructurings but four
remodelings. And I don't mean four remodelings plus the restructurings. But I
mean a couple of the four remodelings have incorporated the restructurings, and the
others were more simply superficial remodelings, just moving, you know, from one
office to another but where there wasn't a major restructuring. So, yeah. There has
been a movement. Yeah, [pauses] Funny, all the time I remain on this floor.
JW: Has there been decreases in staff sizes? Or increases?
KU: There have been decreases in staff. I'm not really aware of any people who have
been fired necessarily, but when people leave, I know at least in some cases, they
haven't been replaced. They've tried to make do or tried to rearrange work to
accommodate fewer staff. I guess they call that streamlining?
Another employee described a process of restructuring as a way to demote and pay
employees less, as it had happened to him. This is consistent with Slaughter's (1993)
description of a similar process in higher education with resf)ecl to funding.
Access to interview employees who regularly and frequently saw students was
provided by the department Director and Assistant Registrar. I attended a weekly staff
meeting to describe my study and make introductions. All interviews were prescheduled
and conducted in the conference room where introductions were made. Interview
participant changes were mandated by significant staffing concerns, although eleven
employees were still interviewed. TTie phone and e-mail employees were reintroduced as
interview participants due to vacancies in the some of the front counter positions. Nine
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inierview participants were classified staff, one was an exempt middle management
supervisor to whom seven of the interview participants reported, and one was a student
lead employee. The supervisor was interviewed at the specific request of the department
leadership. The student lead employee assisted in the management of the student staff.
All employees interviewed except the student lead shared the title of Office Specialist.
Of the.se, eight were full time and two were .75 FTE. Ages ranged from the late teens to
the early forties with an even distribution across ages. Of the eleven employees
interviewed, four were men and seven were women. Participant education level varied
widely from high school GED to Bachelor's Degrees. Most employees interviewed
expressed no expectation of moving beyond their current p>osition and often spoke
favorably of the benefits and job security associated with working at the University.
Interviews indicated that employees were not highly motivated to be creative and
generally preferred policy and procedure to be provided for them.
JW; Would you say that the employees here in this context can affect the policies in the
department?
EN: Rarely. Most of the employees in our area don't really want to buck the system.
They're happy to have the policy set for them.
Phone duty, front counter duty, breaks, and lunches were scheduled by the supervisor.
Office Specialists saw students on a daily basis via a first come, first served queuing
process.
From the voluminous documents provided by this office, training was important.
This was an extension of the need for accuracy when dealing with student records. A two
inch thick training manual de.scribed the intricacies of negotiating the Student
Information and Records Management System (SIRMS). There were eleven "SIRMS
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Outreach" chapters that carefully detailed different features of the system with multiple
diagrams. Each chapter was labeled with a different dale and ended with SIRMS
technical support contact information and a page length description of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. There was also extensive training on codes
for graduation, deans lists, and honors students, as well as training for the internal
computer system used by the Office of the Registrar.
Registrar departmental offices were split across two floors of the University
administration building. The Records and Registration sub-department employees were
the only Registrar employees on the first floor. These employees share a large space with
customer services counters for the Financial Aid Office and the Bursar. Half of the
Office Sf>ecialists described structure changes in the department over the past few years.
TTiese included four remodeling projects, two of which included structure changes. One
of these included moving sujiervisors downstairs to the customer services area.
Employees also described downsizing by attrition.
ND; With budgets being light, there was a real need to cut back on employees as far as
having however many people we have in the office. It's not so much letting people
go as, when somebody leaves you don't hire somebody to fill their position. You
just kind of redistribute the workload, [laughs]
As employees left, roles and responsibilities of those who stayed were changed.
JW;
NZ:
JW;
NZ:

Has this department changed significantly over your time here?
Oh yeah.
In what ways?
Some good, some bad. There used to be three people who would do transcripts and
take care of phone calls and it would be broken down by alphabet, and you would
be responsible for that portion of the alphabet and any problems that arose. And the
upper echelons in their wisdom decided that, "Hey, one person can handle all this.
We don't need three." [laughs]
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In ihe past few years, when employees left the Registrar's Office they have generally not
been replaced. If they were replaced, .75 FTE employees were generally hired. This has
resulted in a lack of trust in upper management. Despite this, working relationships
among Office Specialists were generally reported as being good, with many employees
describing a sense of teamwork and camaraderie.
Like other street level bureaucrats. Offices Specialist work was rarely directly
observed by suf)ervisors. However, the nature of the Office Specialist position and
general employee characteristics, (i.e., routine and repetitive work, classified employment
status, lower education levels, and lower comfjensation), made them vastly different as
street level bureaucrats than exempt employees. This can clearly be seen in the control
exerted by upper management via more stratified organizational structures and copious
employee training and resource materials. Deeper organizational structures by their very
nature provide more supervisors to monitor work, and ample training materials provide
clear guidelines for work that funnel behavior.
JW: Do you think the employees here can affect the policies of the department if they
voice their opinions about them?
BS: No.
JW: Not even something involving internal processes?
BS: Mmmmm. M-mm. [negative response]
JW: No. Okay. Why do you think that is?
BS: [sighs] Various things, [long pause] [Our direct supervisor and her supervisor] are
new to us. We had other supervisors prior to them. The first thing that came out of
their mouths in reference to us, us meaning the counter people, was, "You guys do a
good job. but we don't understand how you're doing your job." Just like that. And
I'm thinking, how can you say that? And at the same point, we're the ones teaching
them to do their jobs. But they have the gall to pull us all, and say, "You guys are
doing a great job and we appreciate it, but we just don't understand how you're
getting it done. We don't understand the training, we don't understand how you're
capable of doing what you're doing. But you're doing a good job anyways."
JW: That doesn't make a lot of sense, does it?
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BS: No. No it doesn't. And that's what got everyone off to the wrong stan. When they
told us that. I was pissed. How can you come into our office not knowing what we
do and boom! Two days into it you're changing all this stuff. Well wail a minute.
You have no idea what you're doing, yet you're making big changes without
knowing the outcomes.
JW: And it doesn't even affect them, it affects you.
BS: Exactly! Exactly! Yet we are the ones at the front that deal with the students, and
we're the ones getting yelled at! Not them, it's us!
This example shows not only the control supervisors had in the office, but the animosity
that is created by hasty applications of that control.
The extent that Office Specialists feel a lack of control over their time was
significantly less than employees from other departments. Contributing to this was the
distinct difference between work in the Office of the Registrar and work in other
departments coupled with different employee classifications. As classified staff, when
the work day was over, a closed sign was placed at the window, the phone rang without
being answered, and employees generally left work. In this environment, student service
had distinct hours and students not served today must return tomorrow. Only one very
unique employee spoke of taking training literature work home. He did this knowing that
he would not be compensated for his time directly, but through gaining proficiency in his
job. would later reap personal and job related benefits. However, most employees were
happy to leave work at work, and a few shied away from any after hours responsibilities
that were not mandatory and therefore compensated.
The nature of managing student records at an institution educating 35,000
students demands less than personal service. However, a recent change in service
delivery that moved farther into Gutek's (1995) encounter mode of service delivery can
be seen in the busiest times of the year for the Registrar's Office. Last year, the office
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moved from a centralized add/drop process to five drop spots around campus. The
fonmer process entailed many employees processing forms in one location with
tremendously long lines. The new process involved fewer employees at each location,
with proportionately shorter lines. With fewer employees processing paperwork, student
time from start to finish was roughly the same, yet service can be delivered without lines
seventy people deep that perpetuated student feelings of marginalization. This increased
relative feelings of customer service among students as shorter lines seemed faster and
more personal. Gutek predicts this behavior in her text that describes ways to make
encounters feel more like relationships.
Office Specialists engaged in several service rationing techniques and coping
strategies. Several employees described the dirty work of the office revolving around
responding to phone calls and mail; the two primary duties assigned to student
employees. Although most employees described disdain for responding to phone calls,
the volume of calls received generally required all counter employees to answer phone
calls. One employee described turning off the phone ringer to deal with this time
consuming and unrewarding duty.
Another coping strategy involved appealing to authority to decline student
requests. Office Specialists who worked as tellers use other Office Specialists who had
desks that were not visible from the counter to deny requests of irascible students.
JW: What would you say that other people in this department do to alleviate the stress of
the job; and not just [those in your position] but maybe the front counter people
too?
EN: Well, the front counter people to alleviate their own stress lend to bring a lot of
questions to TH and me. If a student asks them a question
they'll bring it to us
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because it's easier [having] the "no" coming from somebody who seems to be an
authority from behind the counter.
This coping strategy is predicted by Lipsky (1980) in his discussion on employee support.
Employees also spoke of calling in sick even when they were healthy. The
per\'asiveness of this behavior had recently affected policy. Employees were now
required to bring doctor's notes to receive paid sick time.
JW: If you could change one thing about your work environment, what would that be?
FB: I don't think I have an answer for that, [laughs] I'm pretty comfortable the way we
are right now. A lot of people do have problems with the new supervision. Bui I
don't think it affects me, so I really don't have a way of criticizing or saying, "No
this is not good." I can give you an example though. People that need to go out
sick, like let's say they're out sick. It's a new policy they have to bring a doctor's
note because of the excessive sick leave that people have. You know that does, but
really doesn't affect me because I never get sick. Well, fortunately I never get sick.
But I know that a lot of people have a problem with that because sometimes they're
sick but they don't go to the doctor. So now it's a matter of just having to bring a
sick note if you want to get sick time.
The perception of one employee that the policy was not enforced consistently further
confounds the attendance issue.
JW: Would you say that employees can affect the policies of the department?
NN: I don't know. There's problems with like attendance in the window area; that they
have like truancy problems with. But it seems like they're affecting the policies
like the attendance policy. You have to have a doctor's note if you're sick. But it's
not necessarily administered evenly. I don't think it applies to people that work
upstairs as much as just the tellers. That was just like a recent thing that they
decided to start like getting tough on, you know, which I mean some people do
abuse it but sometimes I think it's kind of unfair.
Evaluations were done annually from a generic Human Resources form. Positive
relationships with coworkers and cooperation were frequently cited as contributing to
positive evaluations more so than many work related issues; quantity of work being the
notable exception. For some, quantity of work was easily measured. For most counter
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workers, quantity of work was considerably more nebulous. Hence, if lines were kept to
a minimum, most employees met requirements in this category. As working relationships
and attitude tended to be more observable, they become more important when it came to
evaluation. Even the supervisor described attitude as the most important characteristic
for positive evaluations.
JW: And what are the specific components that you are evaluated on?
RG: Quality of work. Quantity. Communication. Attendance. Cooperation. I want to
say there's seven. I can't think of the other ones.
JW: What do you feel is the most important criterion that jxjsitively affects your
evaluation?
RG: Attitude. Attitude. Coof)eration is the main thing. You may not like what someone
asks you to do, but I wouldn't be asking if I didn't need your help. Help me out.
Just smile and say, "Yes," and take care of it. If you want to curse me when I walk
away, behind my back, [laughs] that's fine. You do that away from me. Don't do
that in front of people. If you want to yell, take me back to the office, we'll do it
there. But I think teamwork is our main goal down there. Attendance is very close
behind. Because if you're not there, boy it sure impacts the whole office. So I
think attendance and teamwork are our two major goals down there. And teamwork
means being flexible, you know, being willing to go and help out where ever
needed.
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE
The Department of Residence Life at the University studied provides housing for
approximately 5,000 undergraduate students in twenty residence halls. Eighty jjercent of
these are first-year, traditional aged students and fifteen percent are traditional aged
sophomores. The Department employs 146 full time staff, three part time staff, five
graduate students, and approximately 450 undergraduate students. The Department is
divided into five basic components; information services, business and staff services,
marketing, facility operations, and residential education. As an auxiliary unit, this
Department is financially self-sustaining and does not contract University services except
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elevator maintenance and key fabrication and distribution. All departmental business,
facility, and staff/student development functions are managed internally. University
Human Resources, payroll, and purchasing policies are followed and links with campus
life are maintained.
There are nine full-time Hall Directors, eight graduate Hall Directors, three
Community Assistants, and 192 Resident Assistants that support the twenty residence
hails. As all but full-time Hall Directors are students who have potentially confounding
responsibilities and concerns, only full-time Hall Directors were interviewed. Residence
Hall Directors in residential education were chosen to be interviewed due to their
constant interaction with undergraduate students. All employees interviewed were
between the ages of twenty-four and thirty years old. Of the nine employees interviewed,
five were women and four were men. There were three Hall Directors, one female and
two males, who identified themselves as lesbian or gay. This level of disclosure did not
occur in any other department, which suggests the department values and encourages
differences and diversity. As a position requirement, all Hall Directors had Master's
Degrees in a field related to education or the social sciences. Like all exempt/apf)ointed
personnel at the University, Hall Directors were hired on an annual contract that must be
renewed every year. This point was made clearly and frequently by supervisors during
selection and training, much more so than to employees in other departments studied.
No interview participant expressed the expectation of staying in their current job
for more than three years. Employee burnout is high in this entry level position with
many uncompensated hours. After interviewing Hall Directors I reque.sted copies of their
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current weekly calendars. According to these calendars, ten to twelve hour days were
fairly common.
JW: What is a bad day?
LIo: [laughs] Let me pick one, because we've got a few here! I have had days where
because of project responsibilities, tasks, in particular when I first started, I would
get in the office about 6:30 in the morning and I would work until probably about
11pm or midnight. It was work straight through. Meeting with students, handling
this issue, that issue.... A bad day is when I truly feel that there's no as(>ect of
control. Tliat is truly a bad day for KH. in particular, because I need to have some
feeling of being in control. I truly learned that you can't plan, especially in the
work that I do, you can't plan every little thing. And your schedule definitely
cannot ever not have room for crisis. When everything comes at me at once and I
don't have time to stop and process anything, and I constantly have to make
decisions, like this, [snaps repeatedly] I get extremely frustrated. And I get angry
and resentful of the job. Not of the people who are bringing it to me but I take it out
on those people. Because it doesn't allow me to do the work that I know I'm able
to do because I have to do it so quickly and I become angr>'.
Further examples of Hall Director hours were seen in weekly staff meetings scheduled
from 9:(X)pm to 11 :(X)pm and employee feelings that they were "always working."
Feelings of constantly being at work were further exacerbated in that Hall Directors lived
in small apartments in the residence halls they oversaw.
Lli: I always consider myself working based on the fact that I live here in the building.
I consider myself always having to be ready to respond to anything. And so I know
that unless 1 am completely off campus, and sometimes even out of Tucson, is when
I don't feel like I'm working. Going to the mall is sometimes even working since I
run into my students and I've been asked questions in the mall, which is okay but
it's not really my thing.
Employees reported that those who leave the Hall Director position often leave
the field of higher education all together due to the feelings of burnout and limited
promotion opportunity. Despite feelings of over extension and burnout, employees
generally expressed enjoyment of their jobs and a positive Residence Life organizational
climate.
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Llo: So I fashion my schedule around my priorities, rather than trying to fit my priorities
into a schedule. A good example would be going to that gym. Because I really
thought about the priorities of my life, and before if someone said to me, "We need
to have a meeting at eight in the morning," I'd say, "Okay." [Recently] I have told
Associate Directors and Directors, "I will not meet with you at that time." I also
realize that I'm blessed to work for a department who is supportive of that and
believes in that. So I recognize that I'm lucky in that aspect. Even a year ago, I'd
say, "Oh sure, John, [Department Direciorl 1 can do that." Now, really truly, my
day does not start until ten.
Employees often described suf)ervisors who solicit their opinions which made
them feel valued, though some argued that these opinions are not always heeded.
Additionally, all Hall Directors met weekly with supervisors to discuss the challenges
and successes of the position. This enabled employees to present personal projects and
duties positively to supervisors as well as develop deep personal and professional
relationships that added meaning to their position and experience.
Lli: ...I think [my supervisor] does ongoing evaluations because she truly cares. She's
probably the very first supervisor that I've had who invests in me f)ersonally and
professionally.
Employees also had positive feelings about the departmental climate due to the
flexibility woven into the Hall Director position. Most employees indicated that as long
as the required work was done, times chosen to work or methods of getting work done
were rarely questioned. Several employees reported taking time to exercise or take short
naps in their apartments in the middle of the day, or starting the workday at ten o'clock in
the morning. While there was no doubt that department work is deadline driven,
however, employees reported being able to negotiate certain internal deadlines, thus
giving employees a sense of control.
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Organizationally, there were three layers of management above Hall Directors
(See Figure 4). There were three Assistant Directors (two female and one male) who
directly supervised the Hall Directors in three geographic areas around campus. Three
Hall Directors were interviewed from each geographic area. The Department Director
and the Associate Director directly above the three Assistant Directors were men. Most
employees felt they had open and direct access to ail levels of management.
Hall Directors viewed themselves as communication and information hubs for
their buildings. They were involved with facility services requests, building occupancy
reports, marketing concerns, department-wide recruitment, selection and training, facility
security, campus orientation programs, summer conference services, and building
renovation. With this caveat, most Hall Directors believed developing and interacting
with students were their most important responsibilities. This was facilitated through
extensive programming efforts, arduous staff training, and a comprehensive student
conduct process. TTie mission statement pontificates student involvement, learning and
safety, use of state of the art technology, and the development of an enduring sense of
community. Regardless of the mission statement, most Hall Directors described the Hall
Director position as extremely administrative in nature, again, highlighting differences
between written policy and actual employee behavior (Lipsky, 1980).
JW: What do you feel is the most important criterion that positively affects your
evaluation?
NC: I think I have an idea of what I feel is most important, but I also think I know what
is weighted the heaviest. I think my interaction with students, the way I handle
conduct, going to programs, interacting with students, counseling them on different
issues: I think those are probably the most important. But I think probably what's
weighted the heaviest is my ability to manage administrative tasks: get the
paperwork done, respond to e-mails and phone calls, and completing everything on
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time. And that's probably because [administrative functions and paperwork are] the
most visible thing, and that's what affects other people the most. You know, my
superv isor is never going to know whether or not I sat up in a room at nine o'clock
talking with a student who's having some personal issues, but he'll know if I didn't
get my occupancy ref)ort in on time. [Laughs]
Hall Directors had unique patterns of eating and social interaction. Many Hall
Directors often worked through lunch, got lunch to bring it back to the office to eat while
working, or had lunch meetings.
SD: I almost never take lunch. I usually skip eating entirely, I might go home and grab
a glass of milk. Once in a blue moon, like if I didn't have any breakfast and dinner
is not right around the comer, I might go home and make something quick and
bring it back to the office.
JW: We are meeting now over lunch to conduct this interview. Do you ever have lunch
meetings other than this one?
SD: Yes. I do have lots of lunch meetings. This is my First semester here and I made the
mistake when I scheduled one-on-ones with the RAs, I basically told them when I
was available, and then I let them schedule. Tons of them. And then for one of the
committees I'm on, lunchtime was the only time when all of us was available.
unless we wanted to go into the evenings, and none of us wanted to do that. So then
every Thursday is taken up with that. And then I've got one-on-ones at least two
days a week, usually for lunches. So I don't have a lot of lunch time open.
If not skipping, working, or meeting through lunch. Hall Directors generally reported
eating with other Hall Directors or Resident Assistants almost exclusively. Eating with
other Hall Directors provided an opportunity to vent frustrations and commiserate with
colleagues who understand the unique demands of the Hall Director position.
JW; What do you do during lunch when you do take it?
Lli: Usually, I'll end up with eating with other Hall Directors and stuff like that. To
check out of this environment a little bit and gel into an environment where I can
say, "Listen to what happened to me this morning." And, someone's like. "Yup."
And then we can go on. I often times use it as a time to vent, because there's no
one else in this building that I could pass it off on. And at times that's very
frustrating and so, I can be like, "Here!" And they're like "Yup. Okay, what are
you having for lunch?" [laughs]
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The exclusions to this patterns were the few Hall Directors who were married or in
significant relationships. These individuals reported splitting their time between
significant others and other departmental colleagues. This tight knit pattern of
relationships is predicted in Lipsky's (1980) description of street level bureaucrat
behavior patterns.
A twelve chapter Hall Director manual outlined procedures, policies, training, and
programs, as well as contained copies of departmental forms. It also had chapters
covering student conduct, and most aspects of Resident and Desk Assistant employment.
The manual addressed employee contracts, selection, behavior expectations, termination,
and grievance policies in very legalistic language. Furthermore, ample resources were
provided to assist the Hall Director in the execution of job responsibilities. .Albeit a lot to
read, one is hard pressed to find a more thorough policy manual that clearly expresses
behavior and performance expectations. Combined with extensive Hall Director training,
the manual enabled employees to know what was expected of them and provided
resources to do the job well, thus contributing to general employee satisfaction in a
difficult and taxing work environment.
Most Hall Directors described a lack of control over their time. The crisis driven
nature of their work keeps them moving from task to task. About a third of the Hall
Directors interviewed described coming into work on the weekend to keep up with the
demands of the job and to avoid interruptions.
JW: Well it sounds like you're doing work in the evenings at a minimum. Do you do
any work on the weekends?
LE: Yes.
JW: What does that pan-out to be?
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LE: I probably put in five or six hours on the weekend. It'll be things like getting e-mail
organized. I feel like I'm getting a lot niore e-mail and it's starting to wear thin. I
can't stand it. Like I'll come in and I'll already have forty e-mails. And I just feel
the need to respond to them and get them off the in-box. [Working weekends] is a
chance for me to guarantee that no one is going to be in here to ask me a question. I
can just get some of the stuff done that I wasn't able to get done during the week.
Another third of the Hall Directors interviewed described a clear and conscious decision
not to work on weekends. Both types of employees cross gender and experience level
boundaries. Regardless of weekend work preference, most Hall Directors described
working late in the evening or early in the morning to avoid interruptions.
Even though Hall Director work was very crisis driven and any student could be
seen at any time. Hall Directors rationed time in a few ways. Some Hall Directors placed
their schedule at the front desk for students to fill in times to meet. In order to ration
time, other Hall Directors did not. Most employees described making judgements
regarding student requests. If the request was selfishly motivated, (such as a room
transfer request when no attempt had been made on the student's part toward
reconciliation). Hall Directors forwarded them to student staff for resolution or only
allowed limited appointment times for the student.
NF: ...I've noticed I have students that want to transfer into my building. They either
like the location or they know people that live here or whatever, so they want to
tran.sfer in. And so, those types of calls I won't answer right away. Usually those
are the ones I'll put off till the next day if I need to get other stuff done because it's
not urgent to me. Other calls that I'll answer right away would be students who
I've been working with who are either suicidal or depressed. I think it depends on
the emotional level of the student. The student comes in and wants to see me right
away 'cause they're just emotionally distressed, I'll talk to that person right away.
But if a student is angry at me for something that I did, I'll say, "Please schedule an
appointment," because I want to give that person time to settle down before he or
she comes in here and just belts into me. But you know that's why I have my
schedule out at the front desk, so that they feel they have the opportunity to just
schedule whenever they feel ready to do that.
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Time and service were also rationed according to the employees" preferred client.
As stated above, employees were more willing to see students with whom they had been
working or in whom they had some investment. Like other street level bureaucrats in this
study. Hall Directors favored students who had personality or demographic
characteristics similar to themselves. Most Hall Directors identified with the personality
characteristics each described as present in students with whom they would spend an
entire day. Many Hall Directors also described Resident Assistants as these types of
students. Resident Assistants are generally significantly more mature than the first year
students who predominately live in the halls and have high energy and motivation levels.
Hall Directors engage in a variety of coping strategies to help them manage their
time and deal with the stresses of their job. The first of these uses staff as boundary
control (Lipsky, 1980).
JW: I think it's pretty clear that there is more work than can gel done in a day. How do
you decide what doesn't get done?
LE: I delegate. And that's been difficult this year because I don't like to delegate to my
staff as much as I might have in my previous hall because I only have a few RAs
here and they are already stretched pretty thin. Each of them has about fifty
residents, and for me to ask them to do something else on top I think is going to
contribute to their bum-out. But I have an office assistant now too, and I delegate a
lot of stuff to her. It's required me to sit back and say, "Okay, I can just run down
and photocopy this really quick and have it done right now." But in reality, "real
quick" is five to ten minutes, and if I run into somebody it's fifteen or twenty
minutes. Whereas, she can do down, do that, get my mail, drop something off at
Customer Services, and come back, and I can gain 20 minutes there.
Some Hall Directors with significantly larger staffs ranging from ten to twenty-nine
Resident Assistants delegated work to the Resident Assistants as well as their office
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assisianis. These tasks tended to be the more mundane and lime consuming duties
associated with the highly administrative nature of the Hall Director position.
A second coping strategy used by Hall Directors is also related to boundary
control. Some Hall Directors created and used "do not disturb" signs to limit
interruptions. These signs were used when in meetings or completing administrative
tasks that required longer spans of uninterrupted time. Similarly, some Hall Directors
described blocking time in their schedules on their computers to prevent meetings from
being scheduled electronically via computer driven meeting makers. One Hall Director
reported using this blocked time to get a haircut.
Technology was aLso used in another form of boundary control. Many Hall
Directors did not answer their phones to screen calls and decrease the volume of
interruptions.
JW: How often are you interrupted in a day?
NL: I'd say I'm interrupted five times a day, probably. And that is interruptions that I,
more or less allow. I won't answer my phone, when I'm with a student or an RA. I
just let it ring, let the voicemail deal with it. So, I could be interrupted a lot more
often if I answered the phone every lime it rang.
A final coping strategy unique to Hall Directors was personality based. Hall
Director days were mostly spent in meetings and interacting with students and staff. For
those Hall Directors who were more introverted by nature, extreme levels of
interpersonal contact can be quite draining. Many such employees described taking time
to shut and not answer knocks on their apartment doors after they considered themselves
done working. Another Hall Director had "no people days."
JW: What do you do to unwind?
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UX: TV. I have certain TV shows that I really like, and I love to watch them. And they
all know, my whole staff. Monday nights, 8 o'clock, that's my show. I need to be
done with whatever I'm doing, [laughs] So I can go watch my show. And if I can't
make it, I tape it and then I look forward to it for the weekend. Probably the biggest
thing I do is have "no people days," which is like my Sundays usually. And I just
don't do people. Yes, I am in my apartment and if there is an emergency I am
available, however, I really don't want to talk to anyone today. Because I need to
get myself back ready for the week, and I do that by spending time by myself.
A clear example of Gutek's (1995) principle regarding how employee behavior
affects policy was found in interviews with Hall Directors.
JW: Would you say that employees here can affect the policies of the department?
NF; Yes. I would say yes. Because we're the ones that enforce the f>olicy. They may
come down from upper management, but we're the ones that enforce it. And so if
we chose not to enforce it, we're definitely playing a big role in how that's played
out.
JW; Do you have an example of that?
NF: The easiest one that I could think of would be in the community standards: the rules
students are supposed to abide by in the residence halls. Those, to my understanding
are department-wide policies that we need to uphold. But if I chose not to enforce
one of the policies in my building, that's my choice. Although that may have some
ramifications, really ultimately. I'm the one that's dealing with it.
NF goes on to describe the candle/open flame policy and her choice to enforce it or not.
Another Hal! Director used the same policy to describe a change in behavior with regard
to that policy.
Lli: Certain conduct issues. I will just send a warning letter [instead of meeting with the
student individually). If someone's burning a candle, I don't really know how to be
developmental with that. You just can't bum your candle. And, you know, here's
why, and so don't.
Like most street level bureaucrats, most Hall Director interaction with staff and
students were not seen directly by supervisors, yet supervisors evaluated Hall Directors
twice a year using these interactions as a significant component.
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JW: Would you say there a relationship between what you spend most of your time
doing and how you are going to be evaluated? Is there a relationship between the
two?
UX: Good question. I've been thinking about evaluations recently because we are
embarking on them. It's like how can my supervisor evaluate how I am as a
supervisor when she doesn't know? She's not there in one-on-one's. when we get
the phone calls., so how can she evaluate that? I'll talk to her about conduct issues,
but she has no idea what's in my log, how those meetings are going. Am I being
effective when I'm talking with students? Which is something that they should
definitely evaluate me on becau.se it's a big part of my job, but she has no idea. Yet
I am going to be evaluated on that.
Employee perceptions of evaluations were varied in this department despite the fact that
evaluations in this department were extremely detailed and addressed specific behaviors
rather than general perceptions. Some Hall Directors saw evaluations as behavior
modification, encouragement, or communication tools while others viewed them as a way
to keep an employee contract from being renewed.
JW: What would you say is the primary reason your supervisors want to evaluate your
performance?
NL: To determine if they can reappoint us. We only work on yearly contracts.
Reappointment is a big word, [pauses] Well, see again. I don't know that they
would tell you that's the real reason. I think they would tell you the reason is
because they want us to improve our performance. I do honestly think they want us
to improve our performance, but I think ultimately, if you're evaluated badly, you
don't make some changes, and that second evaluation is poor, .see ya.
These perceptions have lead some employees to engage in what Perlow (1999)
calls high visibility work. In an effort to receive a positive evaluation and secure a
second or third year position. Hall Directors chose to volunteer for and put more effort
into high profile work.
JW: What kind of work are you most rewarded for doing?
NC: [long pause] TTie busy work, [chuckles] The committee stuff, the administration.
The stuff that's high profile in the Department. The stuff you get kudos for is being
on Grad Selection Committee, and putting together a great brochure. I'm the web
master for a new web sight that we're putting up, and that's something that a lot of

people are going to see. You know, that's what I am going to get the kudos for
thai. Um. not so much all the little things....
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BEHAVIOR PATTERNS ACROSS DEPARTMENTS
Chapter 5
Regular and frequent employee interaction with students was the primary
consideration when selecting departments and employees for this study. No
consideration was given to the employment classifications of individual participants. As
a result, twenty-five exempt employees, eleven classified employees, and one student
were interviewed. Two of these are supervisors. The varied classification of employees
interviewed is a major shortcoming of this study. Despite this shortcoming, trends and
consistencies surfaced that have proved to be quite interesting. While Chapter Four
looked in depth at each of the four departments studied, this chapter looks across the
departments and employee types to describe general trends and employee coping
strategies for service delivery to undergraduates as though all employees work for the
University at large and not individual departments. The general categories are: informal
feedback; awareness of evaluation criteria and associated values of evaluations; the
nature of street level bureaucrat work; lack of control over time; interruptions;
prioritization of work - deadlines and crisis; preferred clients; coping strategies;
employee behavior affects policy; changes in service delivery; personality and job
performance; cultural capital; conflicts between department and personal values; high
visibility work; and the need for recognition and autonomy.
While there is some redundancy in this chapter relative to Chapter Four, the
descriptions are not exact duplications. Replication between chapters only occurs when
the example in Chapter Four is so poignant that it cannot afford under-emphasis or when
it significantly compliments examples in this chapter. Additionally, this chapter contains
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new descriptions and examples that succinctly frame general employee trends across
departments.
INFORMAL FEEDBACK
Exempt employees tended to get more informal feedback regarding job
performance than classified staff. This informal feedback was generally provided via
regular and formalized one-on-one meetings with their supervisors. These regular
meetings not only enabled employees to change behaviors that their supervisors deemed
counter to departmental goals, but also provided opportunities for these employees to
market themselves in favorable ways that classified employees could not. Some
employees argued directly that informal feedback was more important than formal
evaluations due to the general terminology used in formal evaluations.
JW: What would you say is the primary reason your sufjervisors want to evaluate your
performance?
EH: An evaluation allows [supervisors] to say, Mr. Dalberg, Ms. Klinger, Ms. Newnum.
these are the areas you're doing well, these are the things you need to do better.
However, evaluations for the most part are written in very general terms. So an
evaluation is of limited value. More important is the casual, constructively critical
information that you'll get throughout the day. "You could have handled this this
way. h would have been a little bit more efficient to do it this way. Please don't
make the same mistake twice."
Similarly, one employee argued that she was not generally rewarded formally or
informally because she did not tend to promote herself by talking about the positive
things she was doing during formal or informal meetings with her supervisor. This
employee was very humble and saw self promotion as rude, yet watched others do it and
be rewarded. The occurrence of self promotion in one-on-one meetings contributed to
the idea that evaluations and formal feedback were influenced politically and by
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individual employee personality. However, it is important to note that this study
indicates that employees who had regular one-on-one opportunities to meet with
supervisors reported greater overall job satisfaction. Therefore it could be argued that
supervisor opportunity to provide regular informal feedback played a substantial role in
the outcomes of formal evaluation as well.
No classified employees interviewed described having regular or departmentally
formalized one-on-one meetings with their suf)ervisors. Social gatherings at and away
from work provided an analogous opportunity for some of these classified employees to
engage in self promotion behavior. However, these were not generally in a one-on-one
format. Self promotion seen by other employees may have created tension in the work
environment and therefore been avoided by employees. Additionally, due to family or
other external responsibilities, not all employees were able or willing to participate in
these social opportunities. Decisions to participate in social opportunities were not
consistently influenced by department, or employee status (exempt or classified), but
were significantly influenced by gender and family status. Female employees with
children more frequently described opting out of social situations where opportunity for
self promotion exists.
JW: What do you do personally to unwind?
NH: I don't have a lot of unwinding time. I have a very busy outside of the office life. I
nurture my marriage. I'm a child of divorced parents and I am very committed to
making a relationship work and having fun with it. And I'm also a very committed
mother to my kids. And that brings me pleasure that those things work. I'm not a
wife that does everything for my husband. I don't go home and be a typical
housewife. I'm not. I'm the working mother. We'll hang out, we'll have a nice
dinner, my husband cooks and he cooks very well. We have restaurant type meals
every night with wine, specially cooked. We'll always have like a vegetable, pasta,
fresh salmon from the grill, salad, with a glass of wine and dessert, and dinner will
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be from 7:30 to 8:30 and is very relaxed. The kids will have done some homework
and then I'll do the cleanup, the kids will do their homework. My husband and I
will sit down and talk or read. The kids don't usually go to sleep until 10 and then
we'll have from 10 to 11. And then on the weekends, my husband is the president
of a Spanish club. That keeps us busy and the kids are over-involved. My daughter
is taking three dance classes, soccer, chorus, and swimming. My son is swimming
and doing piano. So we have recitals, and Spanish club activities. I'm sort of
telling you my normal life....
What NH described as her normal life does not include time for social interaction with
work colleagues and supervisors.
AWARENESS OF EVALUATION CRITERIA & ASSOCIATED VALUES OF
EVALUATIONS
Many exempt and classified employees described the evaluation process as
functionally arbitrary because performance criteria were rarely revisited throughout the
yean most behavior was not directly observed by supervisors; the consequences of a poor
evaluation were generally negligible; and many employees received the same feedback
each year. Most employees could not name more than two or three specific behaviors
that bore directly on their evaluation. Most behaviors cited were general in nature.
Hence, many employees did not see any value in evaluations, except for the institutional
requirement to conduct evaluations, and direct links to merit raises. Some employees did
not understand the content or purpose of evaluations in the least. While observed in all
types of employees, this perception was particularly prevalent among classified staff, and
this even in classified staff who had worked in the same office for many years. To some
extent there was a flippant attitude regarding evaluations on behalf of some employees.
This attitude was associated with the disbelief that any real consequence may have
resulted from a poor evaluation.
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JW: You've described evaluations as an arbitrary process. If this is the case, do you feel
there is any real consequence of a poor evaluation?
SN: I can say that within the office there is no direct consequence for having a poor
evaluation. Consequences outside of the office? The only thing to come to mind is
merit raises. They come around and whoever has the average or higher on the
review is entitled to that raise. Outside of that, I don't think it really has much
bearing.
Of the few employees who sincerely expressed belief in the utility of evaluations, most
saw evaluations as the primary formal process by which supervisors can funnel and
change behavior, or for Hall Directors the primary method to inform reappointment
decisions.
Many employees in all offices except Residence Life gave short and simple
responses when asked to describe the specifics of their evaluation. The Department of
Residence Life used an evaluation form that has been heavily modified to meet the
specific needs of their individual employees. The other offices in this study used
standard forms from campus Human Resources. Yet even in Residence Life, there was a
general inconsistency in the behaviors that employees were specifically evaluated on and
the response to the most important criterion that positively affects employee evaluation.
When asked what behavior an employee could be doing more of or better to get a positive
performance evaluation, many employees described behaviors that were not directly
related to specific job tasks. These included attitude, cooperation, and working well with
colleagues. These behaviors make the work setting a more pleasant experience, yet do
little for improving service delivery to students.
The above supports a conclusion that evaluation outcomes are more strongly
personality based rather than jjerformance based. Or at a minimum, employee
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personality directly affects the evaluators perception of employee performance.
Additionally, specific behavior based evaluation tools are generally more productive than
more general perception based evaluations (Bowen et al. 1999).
NATURE OF STREET LEVEL BUREAUCRAT WORK
The most commonly associated characteristic of Lipsky's (1980) street level
bureaucrat work observed in this study was having too much to do and not enough staff
to handle the daily workload that was often riddled with interruptions. The second trend
noted in this study involved deadline driven work. If a project or task did not have a
deadline associated with it, the task was likely given a very low priority. The third
characteristic of street level bureaucrat work found in this study was the difficulty in
quantifying treatment outcomes. It is quite hard to measure the outcomes of
conversations and the counseling of students that many University employees do each
day. Additionally, it is difficult to provide quality time and service to students out of
offices that are evaluated primarily by the volume of students seen.
JW; What do you feel is the most important criterion that positively affects your
evaluation?
WX: My supervisor and I had a go-round this last time on cooperation. I'm more
focused on quality of work rather than quantity. And I'm not sure how I could
change that because the office is numbers driven. In order to support our unit you
have to prove you have the numbers. It's hard.
Beyond deadlines and supervisor mandates that often drove work, interviews
revealed that employees worked according to what was important to them. Put another
way, employees worked according to the values around which they conceptualized their
jobs.
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JW: You talk about coming in late. Do you choose to do that, or are you just a late
person?
KO: Nooo. I used to have eight o'clock students on Friday. If I have an eight o'clock, I
am there on lime for that. I just have it in my head [now] that I start work at ninethirty because that's when I have students. If I don't get everything done I need lo
before five thirty, I say late. If I usually get there at nine [but instead come in at
nine-thirty], I'll have more lime to read the paper. You know what I mean? I'm
very, very, very, very efficient. So I have a lot more free time. All the other
advisors have no time to do anything. I gel things done twice as fast. I figure that
half hour of office time is my time. I prefer to spend more time with my dog. sleep
in more, walk the dog, take a shower. So, I prefer to have fifteen more minutes at
home than spend fifteen more minutes in the office, I guess. I get the same amount
done. so....
Besides coming into the office later than expected, working toward personal job
conceptualizations also included doing some things frequently or avoiding other tasks
because the employee did not want to do them.
Another street level bureaucrat characteristic involved the lack of supervisor
observation of employee work. Supervisors of both exempt and classified staff
interviewed for this study very rarely observed employees directly at work. This, in
conjunction with exempt employee one-on-one meetings described above may aid in
explaining employee lack of awareness of evaluation criteria and the associated
ambivalence and negative feelings toward evaluations and the evaluation process by
classified staff.
LACK OF CONTROL OVER TIME
JW: What do you do during lunch?
EH: Couple that with the last question, as an Admissions Counselor, if you're dedicated
to it, you have very few outside activities. So lunch is like, it's a quick lunch. It's
not an hour lunch, and it's not everyday at noon. And there are some cases when
you don't have time to lake a leak.
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Employee work in the offices studied was primarily crisis driven, characterized by
high volume, and often involved more work than can be done in one day. For example.
Academic Advisors described taking "squeeze-ins" between regularly scheduled
appointments if one appointment finished early.
JW: What is a bad day?
LN: A bad day is where I've disagreed with administration, whether it is some office
that I might not even know and the person is saying. "You can't do that." It's
where I disagree with an internal policy. I feel the policy is wrong and I really
disagree. This coupled with having way too much work and not enough time and
feeling that I'm being pressured still. If anyone caught me in my office without a
student they'd get mad at me. This is my own thing — my own problem. People
haven't done that to me but I still feel guilty because we're pressured. We're
pressured to take "squeeze-ins". If I finish an appointment early, I'm encouraged to
take a "squeeze-in" for ten minutes. That drives me nuts. I have to be "okay" in
order to help a student out. "Squeeze-ins" are students who really need help.
This level of stress coupled with constant interruption motivated employees to engage in
coping strategies to draw balance. These coping strategies are described below.
Tliese feelings were complicated when students are physically present. For
classified employees students dictated and run their schedule. Yet even for exempt
employees, many would not turn a student away: even if that meant asking them to make
an appointment or to come back later. Some employees viewed students as customers,
and the customer was always right, at least when speaking to them directly.
INTERRUPTIONS
Interruptions appeared to be a common part of the work of those interviewed.
However, differences were found in employee definitions of interruptions. Some f>eople
viewed what could be construed as an interruption as part of their job, therefore they were
not seen as interruptions. These employees recognized the negative stigma associated
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with the concept of inierrupiions and rejected it. On the other hand, some employees saw
interruptions as anything that detracted from a clearly anicuiated employee plan of action
or anything that was not on the employee's schedule. These definitions crossed
employee classified or exempt status.
Interview participants indicated that some interruptions could have been thwarted.
However, three types of interruptions revealed in this study tended to take precedence.
These were deadline/crisis driven interruptions, relationship/professional interruptions,
and political interruptions. Deadline/crisis interruptions involved one of two things:
emotionally distressed students and/or parents, or short timelines. Quite simply, if a
student appeared to be in danger of harming themselves, they became a priority. If a task
had to be done for a meeting that night, it could not have waited until tomorrow morning.
Relationship/professional interruptions involved requests or que.stions from colleagues
from other departments or campuses. Special priority was given to those people with
whom employees had personal and professional relationships. Political interruptions
involved requests from supervisors, parents, or other individuals who could not or should
not have been ignored or neglected. An overarching theme to each of these was the
physical presence of the p>erson. This presence could have been in person, or in some
situations, on the phone. It is easier to put off non-deadline driven work or messages than
it is to turn away an actual person. This was particularly true if the employee saw service
delivery in their office from a customer service jjerspective.
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Another observation that seeks to clarify the frequency of interruptions may be
seen in job proficiency. Specifically, more than one employee reported doing a job very
well or very poorly led to a greater chance of being interrupted.
JW: How often are you interrupted in a day? And what defines an interruption for you?
UR: I'd probably say anywhere from five to ten times a day. An interruption, and I'm
not saying it's a bad thing, are when students that you've worked with.... Like
yesterday, I had a student slop by that I recruited two years ago. He just came by to
say "hi" and tell me that he's doing well in school. Or parents, that have talked to
me on the phone from counselor duty, stop by and say, "Oh, we just wanted to meet
you." You know, those kinds of things. And then you've gotta take time out, talk
with them and see how things are going. Or, it could be you may have made a
mistake when you admitted someone and you may need to go back downstairs and
correct it before they mail out the admissions packet.
Employees who were generally proficient tended to be visited from students and parents,
got asked questions from other employees, and got assigned high visibility work tasks.
Being very less proficient at a job led to many questions from other employees, poorly
diagnosed problems, and inappropriate treatments. These oftentimes required work to be
replicated and supervisor intervention, all of which could have been interruptions
depending on timing.
Exempt employees who had no clearly articulated personal work boundaries and
some classified employees who were motivated by individual work ethics worked at nontraditional work times, (i.e., on the weekend, before 8:00am, or after 6:00pm), to limited
interruptions. The highly motivated classified employees generally limit this time to
about thirty minutes before and after work or took work home so as not to draw attention
to themselves and the employers duly to compensate. This was likely due to the fact that
classified employees must be paid overtime or accrue comp-time at this University for
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working more than forty hours per week, and employees were required to report this
time.
Interruptions appeared to be a part of every job. To try to understand the
pervasiveness and frequency of these interruptions, I asked employees what changes they
would like to see in their work environment. Many employees requested physical
changes to their work areas specifically to limit interruptions. These were typically
adding doors and ceiling height walls to cubicles or removing windows from offices.
JW; If you could change one thing about your work environment, what would that be?
UX: I think I would change the windows. It's a physical thing. Sometimes when I'm at
my desk and I want to do paperwork, and I'm in here and not meeting with
someone, [staff and students] think that I'm free game. And I still need that time.
And maybe that's a conversation I need to have with them. But I think that if I had
no windows and was able to open or shut the door, they would be able to better see
when it was appropriate to come in and when it wasn't. So that's physically.
Similarly,
JW:
RN:
JW:
RN:

If you could change one thing about your work environment, what would that be?
Physical environment?
Anything you feel is most pressing.
More staff for the Transfer Department so we wouldn't be spread as thin as we are.
Because we are a part of Admissions now, I'd like to stay in the building, but just
not on the main floor. Because what happens is you tend to be on duty every day
you walk in the door. Because students can see you. They've worked with you.
They've been in your cubicle when you're on OD, and bam! There they are. It's
kind of like, in a lot of ways, no privacy. When you're doing academic advising,
issues can come up which to me don't need to be done in a cubicle which is so
open. Because everyone can hear and this, that, and the other. So I would prefer a
separate place within the building for the Transfer Center. So that we could carry
out our functions and not feel like we have to quit when going over certain
information.

PRIORITIZATION OF WORK: DEADLINES & CRISIS
Like interruptions that could not have been thwarted, the prioritization of work
was similarly driven. These may be grouped into three categories similar to
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interruptions; deadline/crisis, relationship/professional, and political. If work did not fall
into these categories, simple work that takes little time or tasks that the service provider
enjoys tended to get done first. This was likely due to the feeling of
accomplishment/enjoyment that came with completing a task or set of tasks. This
behavior was observed across department and employee type.
PREFERRED CLIENTS
Employees were asked to describe the personality characteristics of a student with
whom they would be willing to interact with for an entire day. In many cases the student
described was strikingly similar to the employee describing them. It appeared that
employees wanted to s|3end time with students who were like themselves.
RG: Some of the characteristics would be someone who is real outgoing. One thing
that's really difficult is when you have someone who is introverted. You can't ask
just yes or no questions. You have to ask open-ended questions. And sometimes
that doesn't even work. So someone who is very out-going, someone who knows
what they want, someone who isn't ambiguous, someone that's clear. I like that. I
tend to like someone who is like me. You know what I mean, like how I was as a
student. Very goal oriented, knows what they are doing.
Similarly,
JW: If you had to spend an entire day interacting with one type of student, what are
some of the personality characteristics of that student?
KO: Um.... I don't know. Probably, honest.... A little bit vulnerable. I'm sure all of
this is like, identification. I want someone who is like me when I was a freshman.
It's probably true. Like someone who is honest, hardworking and a little bit
insecure, who needs something from me that I could give to her. And is willing to
do her pan. So we're not wasting either of our time.
As another example, some employees described enjoying conversations with students
about the physical items in their offices. TTiese items were very much the things that
interested the employee.
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JW: What do you like most about the type of student that you see every day?
TK; What I like the most is that they're interesting people. We just start talking about
the pictures I have on my wall, and it just leads off into interesting conversation.
More so than I thought when I started this job.
Most employees also described preferring students with pleasant personalities.
KU: I like a pleasant attitude. I like someone who's appreciative for what you do,
without necessarily being soupy or sappy. I like someone who has a deep sense of
personality. The thing is I never really deal with a student for more than five
minutes. There may be some people on campus who deal with students for two to
three hours at a time but my student interaction is usually so quick that once the
[work with that student) is done, then I'm on to the next student. But I like a
pleasant personality.
TTiis was likely in response to the infrequent yet regular students who were rude and
demanding, as well as the continuous stream of generally non-engaging students who
conducted business quietly and left.
When asked about what brings them the greatest personal satisfaction about their
job. employees frequently described interactions with students who were like the
employee in many ways. While this often involved affecting student growth, the
preference for interaction with students similar to the service provider was a noteworthy
observation. In this instance, the student also responded quickly and well to a
conversation with the employee.
JW: What about your job gives you the most personal satisfaction?
UX; When I reach a student. A couple of weeks ago, I had a student in my office that
has the same ethnic background I have, and she was having some conflicts on her
floor. And right away I identified what she was going through. And she hadn't
identified yet why she was having so much trouble. And so I got to have a
conversation with her, and help her understand. And it was like a light bulb went
off in her head, and she actually cried. But it was like yea, I can go off that for
three weeks now, because I touched her and now I'm helping her. And I feel like
I've developed a rapport with her.
This supports Lipsky's (1980) argument that preferred clients tend to be those who
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respond quickly and willingly to employee recommendations and courses of action. This
is particularly the case in numbers driven offices where expedient service is paramount.
The bias given these types of students cannot be over stated in offices evaluated primarily
on the number of students proces.sed by advising, counseling, processing records, or
admitting.
Frequently associated with preferred students was a maturity/development level
that was uncommonly high for the age of the students employees reported working with
most commonly. In Residence Life, these were often Resident Assistants.
JW; If you had to spend an entire day with one type of student, what would that client
look like?
NL: Would look like an RA. Yea. Would look like an RA. Easily my favorite part of
the job in terms of the students that I most enjoy dealing with would be the RAs.
Because I do find them, in general, to be that group that is little more self aware, a
little more willing to look at the global picture of what's happening, a little more
willing to experiment and take some responsibility, and that kind of thing. I really
like working with the staff. What's unfortunate about that is how the rich get
richer. They are already exceptional students. That's why they are RAs, and then
they get the bulk of my attention. Whereas we have a whole building full of
students who would probably benefit more from my attention. But the RAs are
already there, and they are getting more of my attention.
These Resident Assistants oftentimes already had the skills and comp>etencies necessary
to negotiate the complex and bureaucratic University system, and were least in need of
employee time. Resident Assistants were also significantly less taxing on the employee
than students who genuinely needed the employee's time. This highlights Gutek's (1995)
work with preferred clients that addresses ways to add meaning to employee work and
reduce the demands of the job.
Least preferred customers were also described. These include pushy and rude
people, those with a misplaced sense of entitlement, or less mature and closed minded
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students. Employees also described being frustrated by students who did not take
responsibility for the outcomes of their actions.
TK: I don't know if this is part of developmental theory, but I feel a lack of student
responsibility; and it's too common for my comfort. It's a lack of responsibility for
their own decisions. They either want to push the decision off on someone else, or
make the decision themselves and then when it doesn't work out, they want to
blame someone else. And maybe it's that difference between high school and
college, from being told you're going to do this and be here, to this independence
thing. I don't want to say many of them or most, but a good number of them don't
handle the responsibility well. That's what I like the least, when I have a student
who is like that.
Another Admissions employee described her lack of enthusiasm working with older
transfer students. She felt these students had dealt with bureaucracy before and described
them as generally hostile, impatient, and unwilling to let their guard down.
DT: The students that I kind of have a problem with, not a problem - I shouldn't say
problem — but the ones that call up angry and will not listen are usually transfer
students or older students who are trying to get in to the University that have
encountered bureaucracy before - red tape — everything else and they lack patience.
They really do. TTiat's the group I find the most... the only word I can think of if
maybe "hostility" or not willing to let the guard down.
COPING STRATEGIES
For the purposes of this study, coping strategies are ways to deal with the stresses
of the job. condoned by department leadership or otherwise. Coping strategies can be
self focused; "I have to workout during lunch or I'll go crazy," or work/office focused; "I
have to take work home or I'll never get it all done." Strategies depend largely on the
individual. The exact same technique can help one person and be a hindrance to another.
Working through lunch is an example of this. One employee may choose to work
through lunch to accomplish all the tasks required for that day so they can leave the office
on time. Another employee in the same office will choose to leave the office during
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lunch in a conscious effort to reenergize for the rest of the day, knowing that they may
need to work late to finish everything. However these are coping strategies for both
employees because both feel they must do these things to cope with the stresses of their
jobs, interviews revealed more than seventy different coping strategies that are listed by
type in Appendix B. Descriptions of these coping strategy types are found below.
Boundary Control
The primary difference in the seemingly contradictory lunchtime coping strategies
was the use of boundary control by each individual employee. One employee put a
greater value on leaving work on time to attend to matters outside of the office, while the
other valued their lunchtime or had a greater need to socialize or reenergize alone in the
middle of the day. It is not as imp>ortant to note that both employees set boundaries in the
workplace as a way of coping with the stress of the job, but rather that the employees set
boundaries according to their individual values, that may not reconcile with office or
department values.
Unobtrusive observations were conducted in each office except those of Hall
Directors. TTiese observations indicated that offices were busy when employees indicated
that they would busy and slow when employees said they would be slow. Beyond this
validation was a more intriguing observation. Two of the three offices used reception
counters and students or classified staff to controlled boundaries and workflow. The
Office of Academic Services controls workflow with a receptionist and by requiring
students to make appointments to see Advisors. The Office of Admissions used precounseling questionnaires to screen student needs and provided advanced information to
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Admissions Counselors. This allowed Counselors to do research on the student or
problem if necessary. This type of queuing and boundary control is predicted by Gutek
(1995) and Lipsky (1980) as a way to cope with ihe stresses of dwindling resources and
unlimited service demands.
Other workplace boundaries included how many hours employees were willing to
work, how much they were willing to let their jobs bleed into their personal lives,
whether or not they would take work home with them, and if they would take a lunch if
they are behind. It is important to note that even employees who clearly articulated
boundaries sometimes admitted that they sometimes had to cross them to get work done.
JW: Do you take any work home in the evenings or on the weekends?
UX: I have been very good about not doing that, and I think that's why I'm in the office
so late. When I go home. I go home. I don't take things home, [pauses] I do
evaluations at home, because I find I can do that with the radio on sitting on my
couch, and it takes about forty-five minutes per evaluation. So that's something
that I'll do at home, but that is the only thing that I take home. I do not take work
home.
With sixteen staff members, this was a considerable amount of time. This type of
behavior exacerbated employees lack of control over time, even to the point that their
lime at home was encroached upon. This was particularly so for Hall Directors who lived
in the buildings where they worked.
To assist in this. Hall Directors in their highly emotionally taxing jobs that tended
to bleed into their personal lives, attempted to set clear boundaries while at home. This
can be seen in the use of "no people days," by the employee described in the previous
chapter. This was vastly different from a person in the exact same position with a similar
staff size who made herself accessible to her students at all times for emergency and
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social situations. As a side note, neither Hall Director was in a dating relationship at the
time of their interview, yet both suggested that their priorities would have likely been
different if they were.
As demonstrated through quotes from the previous chapter, some employees used
the organizational system as a form of boundary control. The system could have been a
tool to hold off students that employees did not wish to see as a default to regulation.
Similarly, researching student files within the system put employees on a level playing
field with students and provided information on how to structure interactions with
students. Yet at the same time, even the most strict of systems could be circumvented to
see preferred clients - allowing students to enter the boundaries instead of holding them
out.
Rationing Service
Perlow (1999) describes a process by which service is rationed when employees
are busy. By Perlow's definition, the rationing of service is a sub-category of coping
strategies. Employees had many different techniques for rationing service that they
delivered to students. Some employees rationed service by encouraging some students to
return for future service while discouraging others. Other employees used the phone or
e-mail as a screening method or gave priority response attention to phone ore-mail
messages, again depending on their personal preference. Much like work prioritization
and interruptions that cannot be avoided, service rationing was also governed by
deadlines, crisis, relationships, and politics.
In conducting the research for this study, I had opportunity to speak with an upp)er
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level administrator from a small, private, liberal arts college in the Midwest who was
visiting a friend. In a private conversation over dinner about this research, the
administrator indicated that she could both ration service and manage the stresses on her
time by offering to talk with students as she walked to other appointments around
campus. TTiis not only allowed for very stringent lime constraints on the students" use of
the administrator's time, but also allowed her to be as sensitive to student needs as
possible in her very demanding position. TTiis behavior could also be argued as a
political move on the part of the administrator to be seen regularly engaging with students
as she walked around campus.
Dijfereni Types of Coping Strategies
Both classified and exempt employees from all departments described coping
strategies used to manage the stresses of their jobs. Several different types of strategies
were described. These were intellectually, physically, and emotionally based.
Intellectual survival strategies included attempting to logically explain student and
employee behavior that was inconsistent with employee behavior expectations, mentally
removing oneself from the work environment, or doing non-work related tasks during
work hours, (i.e., surfing the net, conducting personal phone calls, or writing personal email). Physical survival strategies included rigorous exercise during lunch breaks or
before/after work, physical stretching, walking during breaks, deep breathing, physically
removing yourself from the work environment, closing individual office doors, or placing
"do not disturb" signs on the door. Emotional strategies included confiding with friends
and fellow employees who were familiar with the stresses of the job, assuring fellow
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employees that iheir feelings of fatigue, anger, stress, or resentment were normal, and
extreme emotional/physical responses such as laughing or crying. This study did not
reveal any immediately apparent coping strategy groupings according to employment
type, gender, race, socio-economic status, or other demographic category.
EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR AFFECTS POLICY
Interviews revealed two general methods for changing policy that were oftentimes
linked. The first involved subversive techniques that used an employee's autonomy and
lack of direct supervisor oversight to do something extra or eliminate a portion of their
job. TTiis was best seen in the actions of the employee described in the previous chapter
who went home instead of retuming to the office when traveling from out of town, or in
the understanding with regard to course approval that Academic Advisors shared that SJ
described previously. Similarly, as described before:
JW: Would you say that employees here can affect the policies of the department?
NF: Yes. I would say yes. Because we're the ones that enforce the policy. TTiey may
come down from upper management, but we're the ones that enforce it. And so if
we chose not to enforce it, we're definitely playing a big role in how that's played
out.
These subversive techniques were then linked with a more formal policy change method
that involved direct communication with supervisors and other organizational change
agents. This was facilitated in two ways. One was informally through relationships with
supervisors. The other was through organized and administratively sanctioned
committees or meetings that may have included professional presentations to propose
arguments for or against change initiatives.
JW: Would you say that you and other hall directors could directly affect the policies of
the department if you had a concern?
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LE: Yes. I would say that. I've seen things change in the course of a meeting by
asking the right questions, and I think that it's always a political kind of thing. You
have to really know what you want. You can't just say. "This is what we want."
You have to plan it out for them and show them why and make sure you are not
stepping on anyone's toes in the meantime. But I have seen things change. I've
been actually impressed with the way our department changes.
Some employees described being asked directly regarding opinions about policy
issues. However, other employees in the same department indicated that unless the
suggestion was what supervisors wanted to hear, employee voices were not heard. Other
employees described being heard but not listened to, unless superior work related
performance or strong personal relationships existed. Individuals possessing these
characteristics felt they had the most opportunity to change policy.
JW: Has this department changed significantly over your time here? If so, how?
LI: Besides getting bigger and we've got more and more students coming in? [laughs]
Has it changed significantly? - no. Are we on the brink of change? — yes. I'm not
just talking because we're thinking of reorganizing. But I think a lot of that
"seeking to understand" is now being implemented. Because of the attempts to
seek out information and to understand the work that I do as a Hall Director, all of
that information over the last three years has been taken into consideration and now
we're doing .something about it. We're going to be moving areas and there's going
to be a customer service agent in every area that's going to be responsible for the
occupancy of that area, only. Hall Directors don't have to do that anymore.
This was a change effort Hall Directors had been seeking for at least five years. For
several years, all customers services were performed through a centralized office. As the
department grew, the centralized customer service office was not been able to keep pace
with customer demands. Hence, Hall Directors were required to perform certain
customer service and administrative functions associated with this office. The change
toward customer service agents in each of the three geographic areas took this additional
work off Hall Directors.
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CHANGES IN SERVICE DELIVERY
Changes toward a more encounter based system of service delivery has led to
several changes to the components of service delivery. These changes affected preferred
customer characteristics, the type of employee that thrived in the work environment, and
how the job was done. These organizational and employee characleristics were linked as
a web or pyramid - systemic changes, and not linear changes.
With that introduction, there appeared to be a shift toward what Gutek (1995)
describes as a more encounter based system of service delivery. This was true even in
departments that characterized themselves as focusing on the development of the entire
student. In the Office of Admissions, transfer student admissions moved away from postenrollment retention, which became a responsibility of other units, and was only
concerned with pre-enrollment retention.
JW: Could you briefly describe your history here in this department? Where you
started? If your title was different? If your responsibilities were different and how
that has evolved into your current position?
MI: Basically, two years ago we merged with Admissions. Prior to that it was called the
Center for Transfer Students. And we did post-enrollment retention. So what
happened two years ago, the powers that be felt we should be merged. So now
we're strictly pre-enrollment.
JW: So no follow-up, post-enrollment retention?
MI; Um-mm. [negative response]
JW: Who's taken on that?
MI: The colleges. The colleges. University learning center, the cultural centers.
In Academic Services, students were processed in a manner similar to an assembly line
with all academic counselors viewed as being functionally equivalent in terms of
qualifications and proficiency. This department made a point to queue .students early for
service, and the Registrar attempted to teach students how to order transcripts like you
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would order a combo meal at a fast food restaurant: quickly and concisely. To do this,
forms for these and other requests were to be picked and filled out before arriving at the
service window.
Often associated with the encounter model of service delivery, and particularly
when coupled with declining resources and increased workload, was a degree of tension
between client and service provider. Both these conditions were observed in the
Registrar's office. Tension was seen in an interview with a Registrar employee who
described learning future job related skills that include "How to talk to people," and
"How to not make them upset."
PERSONALITY & JOB PERFORMANCE
Many employees saw favorable evaluations and opfjortunities to have their voices
heard at work as more a function of employee personality traits than of job performance,
(baring minimal job competency). Specifically, study participants described favorable
employee evaluations that were directly and positively linked to the employee's personal
relationship with their supervisor — the better the relationship, the better the evaluation.
JW: Can you describe the evaluation process for me?
EN: Well. I'm not a hundred {jercent certain as to what goes on, on the other side of it. I
know we're required to...sometime before our evaluation to fill out a piece of
paperwork saying this is what I consider to be my accomplishments for this time,
this is what I consider to be my deficiencies or things I need to work on. The
supervisors and whoever's supposed to be evaluating me are supposed to take
certain things into consideration. I do have one gripe about our evaluation process.
In the past, our office has had the policy that in order to be able to exceed at your
job, you have to do something that's outside the bounds of your job description.
But, if you do something outside of the bounds of your job description, then you
generally get in trouble so it's sort of a catch 22. In our office, it's very difficult to
get an exceeds, at least if you're a regular employee. It's my understanding that
people who are in management don't have any difficulty getting exceeds. But I
think that might be more anecdotal than anything. Somebody just happened to
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overhear something, or claims they overheard something and will tell other people
this. I know that when I first took on this position, I was holding the hat of my
other job down for the afternoon hours and for the morning hours I'd belong down
here even though my job title was only for this area because they wouldn't replace
my other position. And so I was trying to get all that paperwork done for the other
job and then in the mornings, trying to make sure that my paperwork was caught up
here. And I felt I was exceeding at my job and so I was really kind of hurt when I
had my evaluation and I received a "meets."
JW: Why do you think it's easier for the management to get "exceeds?"
EN: To be honest, I don't know. I would susp>ect that for certain people it's because
they're friends with the other person and they feel that that person's exceeding in
their job. I don't have a problem with that. I do have a problem with the double
standard. That if they're not necessarily jjersonal friends with me, that they'll
evaluate me clinically and actually apply one set of rules but then apply a different
set to the other employee or employees that they actually happen to know much
better.
In conjunction with personality, some employees also saw opportunity to be heard and
heeded as a functions of timing, tenacity, and group solidarity. Positive performance
evaluations and opportunities to be heard as an employee also appeared to be positively
affected by an employee's cultural capital.
CULTURAL CAPITAL
Excerpts from a Hall Director interview clearly identified the concept of cultural
capital. Not only did NL argue that it existed as a rational function of the department that
affected policy and decisions, but that, like many aspects of culture, it was not
specifically articulated (Schein, 1992).
JW: Would you say that employees here can affect the policies of the department?
NL: Yes. I do. But I do.... The longer I've been here the more I'm understanding, as
much as we'd like to deny it, there is a significant amount of cultural capital in this
department.
JW: What do you mean by that?
NL: I mean there are some people who are considered good at their job, and people who
are considered adequate. I think the people who are considered good at their job are
listened to intently. And I think the people who are considered adequate,
sometimes they're listened to, sometimes they're kinda brushed off.
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JW: So what makes you "good?"
NL: Pan of it is that martyr thing. I think it's important in this department to be
perceived as somebody who, kills themselves at their job, who works ten, eleven
hours a day. There's value to that. I don't think anyone would tell you that
outright, at least at the leadership level. But I think, whether or not it's implicit, or
it's built into the system consciously, that's the way it works. I think if you're
perceived as one of those people, then you have greater ability to affect change.
Some employees argued that getting the ear and attention of supervisors, and thus
being able to influence departmental change, was more of a function of length of lime in
the position, employee competence, and doing your job well, than it was about politics
and personality.
JW: I've been thinking about this for a long time now. This person who tends to have
the ear of their supervisor, how do they get it?
UX: I think that [this person] got it, one because they have been here the longest. Two,
personality. I think that [the employee] is competent, very competent. They know
what they are doing, they know how to help others do it well, and they're good.
And I think that time after lime they have proven themselves. Others have come to
say, you know, she does know what she's doing. Let me give her this. Now let me
give her this. And the next thing you know, they are doing most of it, and you
haven't given these other people a chance. I think that people legitimately get that
ear. I do. I mean it's not an intentional thing like they mean to be ugly. I think thai
it just happens, and that is the way that it is now. And she deserves it. She's good.
CONFLICTING DEPARTMENT AND PERSONAL VALUES
Some employees described their stmggle with the street level implementation of
some policies, procedures, or values of their respective departments. These struggles
may have reflected a conflict between department and employee values. A classic
example was found in an interview with a Hall Director, where the employee felt the
need to respond to calls from parents immediately, (customer services value of
department), even though he fell the student should deal with the issue personally,
(student development value of Hall Directors).
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J\V: Who's a person thai you would maybe let something go. and who is a person that
you would address right away?
NL: (long pause] Uh, let's see here.... [long pause] Gosh, that's so judgement oriented.
I mean I would say I've addressed parents immediately, I've let parents ride
overnight. I've addressed RA concerns immediately. I've .sort of let them ride
overnight. Roommates right away, but then some not. It's going to depend
probably on what information I have, and then I have to make a judgement on how
critical what's happening is. I try to get back to parents right away. I don't know if
I believe in the customer services oriented stance that [this department] takes
sometimes, but I do recognize who pays the bills, and who can create a ruckus if
they wish, and so I'll return those calls, and actually did, a few weeks ago, stay in
the office beyond my normal time to try and reach somebody on the phone.
This struggle was confounded by the feeling that the parent is usurping the Hall
Director's sense of power, professionalism, and autonomy.
Beyond the employees who did not question the policies and values of their
departments, employees were interviewed who completed tasks according to policy even
when they were contrary to their own value system. Some of these completed these tasks
by dissociating personal values from work values. Other employees completed these
tasks grudgingly, although they did not always express their dilemma formally. Doing so
could have jeopardized the future of their jobs and future careers. Other employees
avoided these tasks entirely, or if required, completed them marginally. As described
above, if provided with enough autonomy, little direct oversight, and/or a lack of fear of
repercussions, some employees attempted to complete these tasks according to their
personal values. It is important to note that all of the above observations were found to
be highly dependent on individual situations.
HIGH VISIBILITY WORK
The concept of high visibility work was clearly seen in interviews with both
cla.ssified and exempt employees. In interview questions related to evaluations and
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reward structures, employees often referred to the need to do high visibility work to get
highest marks on evaluations and via informal performance feedback. In the Admissions
Office, high visibility work constituted assisting other employees with programs.
Conversely, customer service behaviors that affected students and the quality of student
services in the Office of the Registrar was often seen as positively affecting evaluation,
but was one of the leasi directly observed employee behaviors. Some classified
employees used letters and gifts such as flowers from students who appreciated the work
they did to show supervisors that they were positively serving students: thus making low
visibility (and low reward) work higher visibility.
NEED FOR RECOGNITION & AUTONOMY - CONTROL OVER ENVIRONMENT
All employees either expressed an appreciation for recognition from their
supervisor or a desire to be recognized if they felt they were not. Employees indicated
that this could have been in the form of a simple thank you. Exempt and classified
employees alike also described or alluded to their need/desire for control over their
environment and/or autonomy. When this need was not fulfilled, employees often either
left the organization, created a structure where they could control autonomy, or engaged
in subversive techniques to obtain some measure of autonomy. An Admissions employee
described becoming physically ill working for a former employer who did not support her
or provide any measure of autonomy.
JW: What about your job gives you the most personal satisfaction?
DT: My supervisor gives me a lot of room to make my own decisions, to come up with
my own projects. She does not come in and check up on me. She knows Tm
working. I have a meeting once a week with her and other than that I rarely see my
boss. I really like the freedom. I really like that I don t have a leash. I don't have
somebody constantly coming in here to see what I'm doing like I had at my last job.
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That's why I left my last job because I had this boss that was just horrible! I would
get up to go to the restroom and all of a sudden she's standing at my desk, "Where
have you been?" It's like, "I went to the restroom! What?" I actually started
getting esophageal reflux disease, just a stress and anxiety attack. When I came
here 1 was on Prilosec to stop the stomach acid, and when I came here within like
two weeks it was gone. It was amazing. A year of suffering at the other place and
then coming here and you know.... Just knowing that I could create my databases
and then have my supervisor and everyone show them off at the meetings. I heard
[that happened) one time during a management retreat back in May. I created a
database to track all the school fairs. I got all the information on the school fairs,
and the school fair coordinator just presses a button and it shows all the alumni that
are in that particular state. So she was showing this at the management retreat and I
was told, "Did you know you got a standing ovation?" I said, "Oh my God, I can't
believe that!" They really give me a lot of praise and always tell me "Good job!"
And always give me kudos. It's great support. Great support.
This employee demonstrated the direct affect management has on employee job
satisfaction, which can aid in decreasing employee coping strategies that may be counter
to organizational objectives.
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DISCUSSION
Chapter 6
This case study of four departments at one, large, public, research-I institution
geographically located in the Southwest has examined frontline employee coping
strategies for service delivery to undergraduates. The study is conceptually framed by the
works of Barbara Gutek (1995), Michael Lipsky (1980), and Leslie Perlow (1999). Each
author describes work processes or environments indicative of recent trends in higher
education. Gutek addresses aggregate changes in service delivery toward a less personal
model. Lipsky describes the nature of street level bureaucrat work that is not only an
outcome of declining resources and increase demands on service, but which in many
ways is a good description of University frontline employee work. Perlow completes the
framework by describing time use and a sociology of time in the above environment.
The research questions are;
•
•
•
•
•

How do frontline university personnel conceptualize time?
What coping strategies are used by employees in responding to the pressures of
work?
How do university personnel who deliver service to undergraduates ration their
lime and services?
What defines a preferred customer and how are they treated differently than other
customers?
What are the service delivery and policy outcomes due to the rationing strategies
used above?
The previous two chapters extensively described findings related to this study;

first by department, then across departments and employee types. This chapter
summarizes key findings within the framework of the research questions, provides a
conclusion for each office, makes policy recommendations that stem from an
interpretation of the findings in light of human resources and higher education literature
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and background, addresses study weaknesses, and identifies directions for future
research. I close on a personal note regarding the dissonance described by student affairs
professionals. This involves the juxtaposition and resulting discrepancies between how
student affairs professionals are formally educated and trained, and the realities of service
delivery. Put another way. what do student affairs professionals feel they are supposed to
do compared to what they end up doing?
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This .section summarizes key findings within the framework of the research
questions. Study observations may be succinctly described in previous chapters. For the
sake of brevity and to avoid redundancy, references are made where appropriate to
descriptions in the previous chapters. The research questions are italicized below.
Findings follow.
How do frontline university personnel conceptualize time?
Insights into this question varied dramatically depending on employee type.
Cia.ssified employees tended to view time as something to pass or endure. Particularly in
the Office of the Registrar, frontline employees saw a consistent flow of students, and
more often than not, when the workday was done, the office simply closed and
employees left work. Hence, classified employees with redundant work and functionally
infinite client needs looked to pass time quickly in an effort to leave work and get on with
other life interests. This included keeping busy on work related business, but also
included passing time in unproductive manners. The important issue with classified
employees was found to be passing time, not necessarily increasing productivity. The

specifics of how productively time was passed depended largely on individual employee
work ethic, particularly in these jobs that lacked direct supervisor oversight.
To the contrary, many exempt frontline university employees conceptualized time
as a scarce and valuable resource. These employees looked to save time, combine tasks,
and work more efficiently. Often specific projects that exempt employees were engaged
in did not leave at the end of the day as students did in the Office of the Registrar.
Hence, employees tended to work faster and longer to get deadline driven work done.
This is not to say that productivity was necessarily the primary impetus behind worker
behavior. Rather, as seen in the following section on coping strategies, managing the
stresses of the job was paramount in guiding behavior.
What coping strategies are used by employees in responding to the pressures of work?
With pressures from both supervisors and clients, employees responded using
coping strategies. While some of these increased productivity and supported the
organizational mission, most were aimed at reducing client demands on the employee.
Coping strategies were also heavily influenced by employee values. Hence, the coping
behaviors revealed by this study were generally counter to organizational objectives.
This was particularly so when employee work environments were perceived to be in
opposition to employee values or there was a mismatch between task, employees, and
structure (Bissell, 1998). Coping strategies included boundary control, rationing service,
and the preferred client, as well as general categories that included physical, intellectual,
and emotional strategies. These coping strategies are described in detail in Chapter Five
and summarized in Appendix B.
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At its essence, boundary control involves employee behavior that delineates what
an employee will or will not do. This involves either limiting personal behavior or
limiting the behavior of others. Boundary control coping strategies observed in this study
included restricting client and fellow employee access, defining clear work times, and
separating work and home lives. Rationing service and the preferred client were
frequently linked, oftentimes resulting in service being rationed to favor a preferred
client. Both techniques are described in Chapter Five and under other research questions
in this chapter.
Physical, intellectual, and emotional coping strategies are general methods for
categorizing individual techniques. Reference to Appendix B clearly demonstrates that
these techniques cross categories, (i.e.. boundary control or service rationing techniques).
It should be noted that there was some difficulty in clearly assigning behaviors to only
one of the physical, intellectual, or emotional coping strategy categories. Crying is a
good example of this as it was often a physical expression of an extreme emotional
condition. Therefore, crying was both a physical and emotional release, hence, could
have appropriately been assigned to either category.
How do university personnel who deliver service to undergraduates ration their time and
services?
The concepts of rationing time and rationing services were found to be
interreiaied. Specifically, employees were often rationing services by rationing their
time. For example, an employee who preferred to interact with commuter students may
have chosen to work through lunch as this was a time when these students were more
likely to complete tasks around campus. This employee worked through lunch, (a time
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rationing strategy), in an effort to work with commuter students, (a service rationing
strategy that favored a preferred client). With this caveat, rationing service was one of
the more frequent coping strategies observed in this study. In order to ration services,
employees reported prioritizing tasks according to deadlines as well as client personality.
Both tasks that lacked distinct and pending deadlines as well as clients who were
perceived by employees as selfish or rude were given low priority levels. Other service
rationing techniques included using do not disturb signs, coming in to work late and
leaving work early, using procrastination techniques, and blocking time in a calendar to
avoid interruptions. The last of these was often done in order to finish tasks that required
high levels of concentration.
What defines a preferred customer and how are they treated differently than other
customers?
Rationing service to preferred clients was frequently described as a coping
strategy for dealing with employee job stress. Employees regularly described a greater
sense of accomplishment and job satisfaction when working with preferred clients.
Preferred clients were most consistently described as students who shared interests or
personality characteristics with the service provider. Preferential treatment was often
given to preferred clients in the form of extra or expedited service. While beneficial to
the students most like the employees, and to the job satisfaction of the employees in the
short run, this behavior did not generally favor organizational service goals.
Unfortunately, curbing this behavior may prove complex.
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Increasing awareness that such behavior exists and providing diversity training to
remind service providers that many of the students who need services most frequently do
not share employee personality characteristics is a first step. This is particularly
important as aggregate employee behavior patterns affect service delivery and
organizational outcomes. A lack of service provider staff diversity can produce
systematic de facto discrimination. Increasing the service provider staff diversity is
another step toward curbing employee behavior that favors clients who are similar to the
service provider, but even employees who were not part of the campus majority cultural
demonstrated this behavior.
What are the serx ice delivery and policy outcomes due to the rationing strategies used
above?
While some employees described a sense of involvement in policy change
initiatives in their respective departments. I did not observe formal policy changes as a
result of employee coping strategies over the duration of this study. Due to the slow and
cumulative nature of the policy change process (Lipsky, 1980), direct observations of this
type are difficult to observe in the course of one year. However, there was strong
indication that policy change had been made as a result of employee coping strategies in
the Department of Residence Life. Specifically, Hall Directors were supported in
balancing work stress by coming into work later in the morning, leaving work early, or
taking time out of the traditional work day to engage in stress reducing hobbies.
Additionally, subtle comments indicated that some changes in other departments were
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soon to be coming. These included personnel shifts to balance employee stress and cross
training employees to enable them to work in more areas.
CONCLUSIONS FOR EACH OFTICE
Detailed descriptions of behavior patterns in each office are presented in Chapter
Four. However, conclusions for each department in a larger sense which connect the
data, literature, and context are described below. Departmental conclusion.s are
structured by description of the most prevalent observations in each office followed by
observations on how the behavior patterns affected service delivery. The context in this
case deals less with components of campus environment and more with the issues
surrounding University efforts to be more student focused. Cuts in University services
and student affairs under an over-aching charge to be more student focused forces
employees to do more with less resources, hence increasing employee stress and the
associated coping strategy responses.
Ojfice of Academic Scnices
Of the four departments studied, the greatest mismatch between task, people, and
structure was observed in the Office of Academic Services (OAS). The employees with
the appropriate knowledge, skills, abilities, and training to skillfully perform the specific
tasks of the office were not balanced with a structure of the office that should have
encouraged employee engagement and job satisfaction (Bissell, 1998: Jencks & Reisman,
1977; Kahn, 1990). OAS employees with higher levels of education and training coupled
with the intensely demanding counseling/advising profession, needed greater levels of
autonomy. Attempting to strictly funnel and limit employee behavior via organizational
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structure was counterproductive in this office as it increased employee cognitive
dissonance and encouraged employee coping strategies that were counter to
organizational objectives.
This was seen in the Office of Academic Services in the form of frequent and
pervasive street level bureaucratic behavior. The lack of control over time and
environment experienced by OAS Academic Advisors operating under the restrictive grid
structure, (see Chapter Four), drove employees to seek preferred clients, to structure
client interactions to ease employee stress, and to occasionally operate outside formalized
policy under an Advisor code of camaraderie and silence. It is important to note that
these behaviors were observed in other offices, however, distinctly not to the extent
observed in the Office of Academic Services.
This pervasiveness of street level bureaucratic behavior in the OAS distinctly
affected service delivery. Academic advising is closely akin to counseling. According to
the mission statement, this is likewise true in the Office of Academic Services. The
depth of relationship and level of trust inherent in productive counseling was not
achievable given the volume of clients seen and the structure of the office. Academic
Advisors were forced to provide prescriptive counseling. Not only was there a mismatch
between task, people, and structure, but as predicted by Gutek (1995), employees were
required to engage in encounter based service delivery in a field based on a relational
model. Additionally, under these conditions, it was reasonable to expect employees to
engage in coping strategies that reduced personal stress and favored personal values that
were in conflict with departmental values. This was observed in this study and included
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marginalizing clients, spending less time at work or working, selecting clients who
resembled the service provider and who arguably needed the least help, and employee
feelings of fatigue and bum-out.
Office of Admissions
TTie greatest role of informal feedback was observed in the Office of Admissions.
This was manifested in the role employees had in affecting evaluations and observed
directly in high levels of employee job satisfaction. Admissions Counselors reported
favorably affecting their formal performance appraisals via informal communication with
their supervisor primarily because their work was not directly observed by supervisors.
In regular one-on-one meetings. Admissions Counselors reported highlighting work
unseen by supervisors, augmenting descriptions of work not done well, or fabricating
work not done at all. The mutually reinforcing nature of these findings cannot be
overstated. Positive evaluation, affected by employee input, increases job satisfaction;
increased job satisfaction positively affects p>erfonnance, which in turn, positively affects
employee evaluation. This cycle decreases the organizational and developmental value
of the evaluation process, relegating it to a political tool and bureaucratic encumbrance.
As a result, service delivery is affected in a number of ways.
Political employees so savvy as to consciously manipulate the evaluation process
not only received high evaluations, but position themselves for promotion. Over time,
these employees may be promoted into positions that are able to influence organizational
culture and policy. Impact on students is negligible if these employees are both
competent Admissions Counselors and primarily interested in organizational outcomes.
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However, if neither of the above are true, students suffer in the form of poor admissions
coun.seling from poor employees who did not receive the development or disciplinary
action necessary to achieve organizational goals. The office and University suffer
according to the students who may have been inappropriately admitted or ill prepared for
academic life.
While the above cycle proves intriguing, it is only theory with respect to the
Office of Admissions. Direct and consistent observation of behaviors consistent with this
theory were not observed. It is however, a potential scenario with disastrous outcomes.
Office of the Registrar
All but one of the employees interviewed in the Office of the Registrar were
classified staff. Classified employees are dramatically different in motivation, education,
lifestyle, and background from exempt employees. As not all classified staff fit this
general description, it is inappropriate to characterize all University classified staff
homogeneously. However, all of the classified employees interviewed for this study
generally fit this description, and as described above, this fact significantly impacts this
study.
With this caveat, the greatest organizational member tension and general
nervousness was observed in the Office of the Registrar. While this may be inherent in
the nature of classified staff positions, it may also be caused by the salary savings
initiatives and the three recent reorganizations described by department employees.
Rapid change that requires fewer employees to do the same (or greater) amounts of work
causes stress. As with other employees, stress in the Office of the Registrar was often
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handled with coping strategies that favored employee values. Again, these employee
values may have been incongruent with organizational values. Both Gutek (1995) and
Lipsky (1980) argue that frontline service delivery takes a great deal of employee energy.
The rigors of constant service interaction that valued positive nonverbal communication
and a customer service/student focused attitude was taxing on Registrar employees. The
idea of decreasing energy with increasing service interaction predicts a common coping
strategy engaged in by Registrar employees; attempting to appear busy while not serving
students. Specifically, employees attempted to look busy by reading manuals or other
materials, typing on a computer, talking on the phone, or walking quickly from one area
of the office to another. This allowed employees to always appear to be working if
supervisors were around, but more importantly, it enabled employees to hold students at a
distance as some clients queued from a single point (as in the Office of the Registrar) will
not move to a window until instructed to do so by the service provider.
There are service delivery implications as a result of this employee behavior.
Primarily, the employees who made attempts to appear busy were not serving students.
Investigating methods that assess the number of students seen and the quality of service
interaction instead of how busy the employee appears to be may assist in this. However,
staffing may also be an issue. Workflow and organizational assessments may be required
to understand if more or less staff are needed.
Department of Residence Life
Two important observations were made in the Department of Residence Life.
The first was the greatest observation of crisis driven work and interruptions. Hall
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Directors work appeared lo be structured chaos. Of all the interview participants, it was
most difficult to schedule interviews with Hall Directors. Interviews were often
scheduled two weeks in advance, and in three cases had to be rescheduled. Additionally,
interruptions during interviews were more prevalent with Hall Directors than any other
department employee in this study. This, combined with the fact that Hall Directors
functionally lived in the same place where they worked, contributed to the tremendously
long hours worked. These hours often included large amounts of paperwork,
cumbersome administrative tasks, committee work, meetings, and counseling in the form
of staff development, conduct cases, roommate mediation, and even suicide prevention.
The both quantitatively and qualitatively more extreme nature of Hall Director work
confounded the second observation.
Hall Directors also expressed the greatest struggle between competing
organizational and/or personal values. Hall Directors steeped in both graduate education
in the social sciences and the general learning environments characteristic in educational
institutions valued student learning and development. However, the business orientation
and market driven nature of many departments including Residence Life valued
productivity and customer service. Hall Directors struggled with the competing values of
student development and customer service, particularly when it came to parents who
oftentimes paid for ail or most of their student's residence hall costs.
Tlie greatest affect these observations have on service delivery is related to the
coping strategies that reduce stress on employees. Particularly, that due to the labor
intensive nature of student development. Hall Directors often selected customer service
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alternatives above learning opportunities. A good example of this was given by one hall
Director who permitted the customer service alternative of a residence hall transfer for a
student who did not get along with her roommate. This was mostly due to rep)eated
phone calls from the student's parent. The student was moved in spite of the Hall
Director's belief that the student would leam more from working through the difficulties
with her roommate than avoiding them. The sum of employee choices move the
department and other academy student services away from development/learning frames
toward customer service/business frames. The shift in service delivery toward the more
expeditious, encounter based model is predicted by Gutek (1995). The way in which this
shift happens by aggregate employee behavior is predicted by Lipsky (1980). The
outcome of the shift toward market models of higher education is predicted by Slaughter
& Leslie (1997).
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
It is important to note that not all fault for unrealized organizational objectives
lies with individual employee behavior. Supervisors and the organizational structure
affect how employees act. Hence, the policy recommendations below address the
supervisor behavior and organizational structure in an effort to funnel employee behavior
to meet organizational objectives while supporting various employee types. Suggestions
to supervisors and organizational system designers include the following:
I) Conduct workflow assessments. Use Human Resources consultants to assess
organizational efficiency and effectiveness, particularly to understand if
overstaffing or understaffing is an area of concern.
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2) Engage in fair and consistent Human Resources practices such as employee
recruitment, selection, evaluation, retention, discipline, and termination.
Revisiting evaluations is particularly important with respect to systematic ways to
assess employee time with students and employee affects on evaluations. These
principles clearly express expectations of employees and support employees to
perform well.
3) Encourage and recognize employees frequently and regularly for their work. The
intangible benefits of a positive and supportive work environment add much to
employee job satisfaction, increases employee loyalty, and decreases the
likelihood of employee behavior that is counter to organizational goals.
4) Foster a communicative environment. Providing employees with the opportunity
to be heard at the upper levels of administrations and seeking employee opinions
not only increases employee job satisfaction and loyalty, but again reduces the
likelihood of employee behavior that is counter to organizational goals.
5) Provide autonomy whenever appropriate. Job satisfaction and productivity are
increased in environments that empower and support employees to act as
organizational representatives with power and responsibility.
6) Express and solicit employee expectations clearly and regularly. Employee
satisfaction is positively and directly linked to having expectations met.
7) Increase employee awareness of preferred client biases and provide diversity
training for employees where appropriate.
8) Hire staff members who represent the demographics of the campus community.
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These principles are importani as employees who do not feel respected or treated well
often leave the organization. While this can be good for the organization, more often it is
the most marketable and skilled employees who find jobs elsewhere and leave less adept
employees to further mire the organization in a downward spiral of employee morale and
productivity (Mortimer & Taylor, 1984).
STUDY LIMITATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH
The findings from this study may be appropriately used as a source of information
among other research for administrators, managers, and frontline employees to begin to
see and respond to employee coping strategies and time use. This study has begun to
reveal employee perceptions of time, their work, and their clients, as well as coping
strategies in the delivery of service to undergraduate students. However, as a case study
of one institution, findings should not be generalized to other departments or institutions.
With employees from only four departments in an institution as large as this, it could be
argued that findings should scant be generalized to include even this institution. This
study is also limited by the two different employee types interviewed. En masse,
classified employees are dramatically different in motivation, education, lifestyle, and
background from exempt employees. Both are critical to the functioning of the
university, just in different ways. Future research should control for the different
employee types and may include student employee jserspectives.
The richness of the data may also have benefited from a multiple interview
approach. The level of trust conducive to drawing out employee perspectives on lime,
work, and clients, as well as coping strategies that may not be condoned by department
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administration is tremendous, and would benefit from a multiple interview design.
Future study should include multiple interviews. If done over time, this multiple
interview approach may also facilitate the observation of formal policy changes as a
result of the accumulation of individual employee coping strategies.
Future research may also include supervisor perspectives. Sup)ervisors could not
only describe the pressures placed on frontline employees, but would likely reveal
significantly different perspectives on time and an entirely different set of coping
strategies. Future research may also benefit tremendously from studying different types
of institutions and campus departments.
Implications for research also include the possibility of developing a survey
instrument to be used with a large number of universities to examine if findings from this
field study may be generalized to other institutions. This study may also be used as a
foundation for more research on the practices of frontline employees and how they affect
service delivery patterns.
SERVICE DELIVERY & COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
With recent trends in the financing of higher education (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997)
and general shifts away from service delivery modes best suited for advising, counseling,
and student development (Gutek, 1995), recently trained student affairs professionals find
themselves struggling between two diametrically opposed philosophies; one of student
development and the other of business. This type of problem is not unique to higher
education. I have often shared discussion with friends who chose a business route and
who lament upper management ultimatums to make customer service the most important
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focus of the company, only lo be rebuked for a smaller bottom line. The crux of the
question in the realm of higher education lies in the nuance between exf)ectations gleaned
from training and the reality of service delivery.
The difference between business and higher education students lies in how
business inductees are trained with respect to expectations of the field. Accountants,
financiers, and entrepreneurs are trained to work within one setting; business. This is not
to say that student affairs professionals are not likewise trained in these business
competencies. In fact they are. However, future student affairs professionals are also
highly saturated in development theory with the reasonable expectation that it has post
baccalaureate application.
I have oftentimes been reminded by savvy student affairs educators when dealing
with administrations and goveming boards not to lead discussions with the student affairs
chin. This implies that student development has no defense outside of business practices.
Or put another way, student development arguments are solid footnotes, but not a
foundation on which one should base decisions related to students or student services.
For many student affairs professionals, such as NF quoted in Chapter One, this is
particularly troubling. As advanced degrees are required for most careers in higher
education, I do not exjject this problem to diminish. In fact, with degree inflation, a
terminal degree in the social sciences may be a requirement within this generation, in
which case, the problem will become significantly worse.
Service employees in an educational setting are often guided by human
interaction and development models. TTiis is particularly the case for participants of this
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study who were encouraged to deliver services to students in a holistic, student centered
approach. Unfortunately, a detachment model was often invoked when interacting with
ch'ents due to pervasive bureaucratic structures and functionally infinite demands on
service. This is what Lipsky (1980) calls the street level bureaucrat paradox.
Educational/helping orientations are incompatible with the need to judge, control, and
process high volumes of clients. Lipsky indicates that a change in society is needed to
change street level bureaucrat behavior for two reasons; these employees are both the
products of society and define their organization through behavior. This notion has merit
in the field of higher education. Reconciling the cognitive dissonance experienced by
student affairs professionals involves changing one of two things; either the expectations
of the employees via training and education, or the nature of student affairs positions via
a change in culture.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - Interview Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How long have you worked for this department? The University? The University
environment? Why did you choose this University? What is your current position?
Could you briefly describe your history here in this department for me?
Are there limes of the year that are more busy than others?
What limes of the year do you prefer to work?
Could you describe a typical day for me as close to the minute as possible - from ihe
lime you come onto campus until the time you leave?
Describe your ideal day. - How is this different from a typical day?
What is a bad day?
Do you lake any work home in the evenings or on the weekends? - If yes, what
contributes to this need to take work home? — (Boundary Control & Interruptions}
How often are you interrupted in a day?
How do you organize your day?
From your description of your job. you sound very busy. How do you maximize or
optimize the use of your time?
It sounds like you don't have enough time in a day to finish everything. How do you
decide what doesn't get done?
What would you say the other people in this department do during the day to help
alleviate the stresses of the job?
Has this department changed significantly over your lime here? (e.g., in evaluations,
report writing, department size, or reporting structures?) How so?
If you could change one thing about your work environment, what would that be?
During a very busy day, how do you decide who to see and who not to see?
Please describe your typical client.
What do you like most/least about this client?
If you had to spend an entire day with one type of client, what would that client look
like?
Your job sounds pretty stressful. What do you do to unwind?
What do you do during lunch?
Whai about your job gives you the most personal satisfaction?
Do you feel your voice as an employee is heard? If so, at what levels or by whom?
Would you say that employees here can affect the policies of the department?
Do you have any time saving/stress reducing techniques that you use and share
w/others?
Have you encountered any limes when department values conflict with your own?
Are you evaluated regulariy? If so, how often and by whom?
Could you de.scribe the evaluation process for me?
What are some of the specific comp)onents that you are evaluated on?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you feel is the most important criterion that positively affects your
evaluation?
What would you say is the primary reason your supervisors want to evaluate your
performance?
Would you say there a relationship between what you spend most of your time doing
and how you are evaluated?
Would you say your supervisor sees your work to the point that they could evaluate
it?
What kind of work do you find most rewarding?
What kind of work are you most rewarded for doing?
Given the above questions and the answers, is there anything else you'd like to add?
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Appendix B - Employee Coping Strategies
BOUNDARY CONTROL
Create structure in your job. even if it doesn't exist. Includes lists, creating routines,
stacks of pafjer. or "in" boxes
Taking care of self first, by any number of self-defined methods, (i.e., eating,
exercise, drinking beer, reading, or time with pets)
Doing non-work related tasks during work hours, (i.e., surfing the net, conducting
personal phone calls, or writing personal e-mail)
Closing individual office doors to limit interruptions and associated demands on time
Work at non-traditional work times, (weekends, after 5pm), to limit interruptions
Placing "do not disturb" signs on door to limit interruptions and associated demands
on lime
Default to an authority - have client talk to supervisor
Refer irritated/argumentative students to supervisor
Take work home — This is usually very routine work or work that requires a high
degree of concentration for longer periods of time
Work through lunches
Consciously separating work and home lives
Block more time in calendar than is necessary to do a task or do not remove cancelled
appointments from calendar
Leave work promptly at 5pm
Have "no people days"
Go home instead of back to work after job related travel to get more work done,
(fewer interruptions)
Block lime in schedule to complete tasks that require high levels of concentration
RATIONING SERVICE
Prioritization of tasks and who to see by degree of selfishness of the person to be
seen, (highly selfish translates to low priority)
Doing non-work related tasks during work hours, (i.e., surfing the net, conducting
personal phone calls, or writing personal e-mail)
Placing "do not disturb" signs on door to limit interruptions and associated demands
on lime
Come in late to work
Come in early to work
Block more time in calendar than is necessary to do a task or do not remove cancelled
appointments from calendar
Delegate tasks to others
Hire student workers for mundane/time consuming tasks or to answer phones
Do not work, if you're in the office or not
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Go home instead of back to work after job related travel to get more work done,
(fewer interruptions)
Block lime in schedule to complete tasks that require high levels of concentration
PREFERRED CLIENT
Prioritization of tasks and who to see by degree of selfishness of the person to be
seen, (highly selfish translates to low priority)
Just let client vent and try not to take it personally
Make fun of students or talk about specific student interactions
Rationalize student behavior as a result of their developmental levels
PHYSICAL
Physically removing yourself from the work environment
Rigorous exercise during lunch breaks or before or after work
Physical stretching
Walking during breaks, (i.e., on the mall)
Deep breathing
Extreme emotional/physical responses such as laughing or crying
Call in sick to work even if you are not
Make coffee in my own pot
Keeping the office clean
Blast my music and dance in my living room
Work faster —classified staff technique
NTELLECTUAL
Bringing closure to certain tasks - not leaving things left undone
Read - because it is not talking which is what I do all day
Mentally removing yourself from the work environment
Scripting responses through repetition. — If pressed by students or employees,
declaring "It's not my job," "I'm not trained to do what you are asking," or "I don't
have the authority"
Appeal or default to rules, regulations, or process
Become more proficient at job
Lots of advanced planning
Make connections - materials, people, departments, students to do the job belter
Solve problems — confidence via preparedness
Do unpleasant tasks first to get them out of the way
Do tasks that do not require large amounts of time first to get them out of the way.
(i.e., reluming phone calls or e-mail)
Just do it
Tell un-PC jokes
Joke around & act silly
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Use calendar to track project and sanction due dates
Attempt to logically explain student and employee behavior that is inconsistent with
employee behavior expectations
Leave voicemail message reminders for yourself
Use technology, (i.e.. Access databases)
Use technology like data entry shortcuts
Recognize personal and professional priorities first, then set schedule & accept tasks
that are congruent with priorities

EMOTIONAL
• Attempting to logically understand student and/or employee behavior that is
inconsistent with employee behavior expectations
• Normalizing fellow employee behavior - Assuring fellow employees that their
feelings of fatigue, anger, stress, or resentment are normal
• Go to a quiet place, (i.e., library. Barnes & Noble), to read after work
• Walking alone
• Taking time to be alone
• Wandering around, during breaks or during work (supervisor supported)
• Talking to other employees about non-work related topics
• Talking to other employees about job related topics - commiserate - bitch - whine
• "Making rounds" to talk to other employees
• Confiding with friends and fellow employees who are familiar with the stresses of the
job
• Talk to family members
• Extreme emotional/physical responses such as laughing or crying
• Just let client vent and try not to take it personally
• Meditate
• Decorate for the holidays
• Have "no people days"
• Rationalizing that your decision was in the best interest of the student at that time
• Remove yourself from the situation to either process it or disconnect from it
• Painting
• Develop "team" or the bonding of a group by opposing a common enemy to become
better at your job
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